
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA  

Sunday, March 11, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. 

Malibu West Beach Club- 
30756 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, California 90265 

Closed Sessions Matters — None  

Under this item, the GHAD Board shall meet in a closed session to discuss matters pursuant to 
Government Code Sections 54956.8 and 54956.9 (a). 

Regular Session Matters  

1) Call to Order 

2) Roll Call 

3) Adoption of Agenda 

4) Approve Summary of Actions from February 12, 2012 Meeting 

Recommendation: Chair to conduct vote on approving Summary of Actions from 
February 12, 2012 Meeting. If passed, Chair to sign Summary of Actions. 

5) Ceremonial/Presentations 

None. 

6) Consent Calendar 

None. 

7) Public Hearings  

a. 	Tabulation of Assessment Ballots. Receive and hear public comment and 
protests, if any, on proposed assessment. Call to finalize ballots. Review and 
tabulate assessment ballots. (GRAD Project Counsel) (Staff Report completed). 

NOTE:  THE CHAIR INTENDS TO CONDUCT A SINGLE, JOINT 
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD FOR AGENDA ITEMS 7a AND 7b, AND 
SUCH HEARING/COMMENT PERIOD SHALL OCCUR AS PART OF 
THE BOARD'S CONSIDERATION OF ITEM 7a1 

Recommendation: Board Members to hear public comment and any protests on 
proposed assessment. Chair to call for finalization of ballots. GHAD Clerk and 



staff to tabulate final ballots on proposed assessment. GHAD Clerk to announce 
results. Board Members to review and consider adoption of Resolution No. 
2012/03, and accept complete Certificate of Tabulation and Statement of 
Assessment Ballots. 

b. 	[If majority protest does not exist and vote on proposed assessment 
passes] Confirmation of Assessment and Authorization of the Levy and 
Collection of the Assessment for the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement 
District. Board Members to hear public comment on implementation of the levy, 
and collection of the assessment. [NOTE-  The Chair intends to hear public 
comment on this agenda item 7b as part of a single, joint public comment 
period to be held as part of the Board's consideration of Agenda Item 7a.] 
Board Members to consider adoption of Resolution No. 2012/04 implementing 
assessment, and ordering levy and collection of same. Board consideration to 
include decision on whether to levy and assess for remaining portion of the 2011-
12 fiscal year in addition to fiscal year 2012-13-- and subsequent fiscal years in 
accordance with future Board action. (GHAD Project Counsel) (Staff Report 
completed). 

[NOTE :  THE CHAIR INTENDS TO CONDUCT A SINGLE, JOINT 
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD FOR AGENDA ITEMS 7a AND 7b, AND 
SUCH HEARING/COMMENT PERIOD SHALL OCCUR AS PART OF 
THE BOARD'S CONSIDERATION OF ITEM 7a] 

Recommendation: Board Members to consider implementation of the levy and 
assessment in accordance with the tabulation of assessment ballots. If majority 
protest does not exist and vote on proposed assessment passes, Staff recommends 
implementing assessment and ordering levy and collection of same in accordance 
with Resolution No. 2012/04, including levy and assessment for the remaining 
portion of the 2011-12 fiscal year and fiscal year 2012-13-- and subsequent fiscal 
years in accordance with future Board action. 

Old Business 

a. 	Report on Permitting and Regulatory Process (GHAD Project Counsel). 

9) New Business 

a. 	Proposed BBGHAD Website. Discussion of proposed pre-launch version 
of BBGHAD web site. Solicit guidance from Board re same. 

Recommendation: Staff recommends launch of web site as soon as practicable 
following implementation of guidance from Board. 

10) GHAD Boardmember Reports 

11) GHAD Officer Reports 



a. Treasurer's Report. (GHAD Treasurer) 

b. Discussion of Budget. (Board Members Levitan & Marquis) 

12) Public Comment on Items Not on the Agenda  

Communications from the public concerning matters which are not on the agenda but 
for which the GHAD Board has subject matter jurisdiction. The GHAD Board may 
not act on these matters except to refer the matters to staff or schedule the matters for 
a future agenda. 

13) Future Meeting 

Next Meeting: April 	2012; _:00 a.m./p.m. Location: TBD, Malibu, CA 

14) Adjournment 



AGENDA ITEM 4 



SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGICAL HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

REGULAR MEETING 
FEBRUARY 12, 2012 

31330 BROAD BEACH ROAD 

1. CALL TO ORDER 

Chair Karno called the meeting to order at 9:07a.m. 

2. ROLL CALL 

PRESENT: Chair Karno, Vice Chair Grossman, Board Member Marquis, Board Member 
Levitan, Board Member Lotman, and Advisor Goss. 

ABSENT: None 

GHAD STAFF ALSO PRESENT (not Board Members and not subject to Roll Call): 
GHAD Manager Uri Eliahu (telephone), GHAD Clerk and Treasurer Barbara Hamm, and 
GHAD Project Counsel Ken Ehrlich. 

3. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Board Member Marquis moved and Board Member Levitan seconded the approval of the 
Agenda with no changes. GHAD Clerk Barbara Hamm reported that the meeting Agenda was 
posted at 8:15 a.m. on Thursday February 9, 2012 within the boundaries of the GHAD. The 
motion approving the agenda passed unanimously. 

4. APPROVED SUMMARY OF ACTIONS FROM JANUARY 22, 2012 MEETING 

Board Member Levitan moved, and Board Member Marquis seconded, the approval of 
the Summary of Actions from the January 22, 2012 meeting. The motion passed 5-0. 

5. CEREMONIAL PRESENTATIONS 

None. 

6. PUBLIC COMMENT ON ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA 

The Chair recognized Paul Owadi. Mr. Owadi identified himself as a Broad Beach 
property owner and stated that he had questions regarding the GHAD, the proposed project, and 
the proposed assessment. Mr. Owadi said that he does not oppose the project, but asserted that 
the cove at Lechuza Point is quite significant to him and his family, and he wants to ensure that 
the proposed beach restoration project will not adversely affect the cove. Mr. Owadi said that his 
family bought two (2) homes at Broad Beach largely due to the beauty and special features of the 
cove, and wants the cove to retain its current character through and after the project. 
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Board Member Levitan responded to Mr. Owadi's remarks by stating that he too enjoys 
the cove and wants to retain the cove in its present character. Board Member Levitan stated that 
the project team is devoting significant attention to retaining the cove in its current state and 
minimizing impacts on wildlife and habitat at and around the cove. 

Vice Chair Grossman stated that, in the 1970s, he and his family frequented Lechuza 
Beach and enjoyed walking through the cave connecting Lechuza Beach and Broad Beach. Vice 
Chair Grossman asserted that this area of the beach remains a favorite of many locals and 
visitors, and will be preserved through the restoration. 

GHAD Engineer Russ Boudreau explained that the proposed project intends to restore 
Broad Beach and the cove to conditions evident in or about the early 1970s-- when the beach 
was wider and species flourished. Mr. Boudreau related that marine biologists and other 
technical experts have analyzed the proposed project and strongly approved of same. Mr. 
Boudreau added that the project accommodates the tide pools and other relatively sensitive 
habitat areas and these areas will remain intact during and after the beach restoration. 

Mr. Owadi then stated that he received an e-mail claiming that the proposed project 
would not go through environmental impact analysis, and questioned the Board on the truth of 
this claim. Vice Chair Grossman responded that the State Lands Commission (SLC) is 
conducting a complete and thorough environmental impact review of the project, and is doing so 
with a consultant chosen by the SLC. In addition, Mr. Grossman stated that, when the applicant 
submits its application to the California Coastal Commission (CCC), the CCC will complete its 
own supplemental review and analysis of the project pursuant to the Coastal Act. The project 
will go through multiple levels of analysis with multiple agencies as part of the permitting 
process. 

Mr. Owadi then asked if property owners can be assured that the nourished beach will 
remain and not get washed away. GHAD Engineer Russ Boudreau responded that the 
nourishment is designed to remain on the beach for approximately 10 years. He added that the 
project intends to use relatively coarse sand because experience shows that coarse sand stays on 
beaches longer than finer-grained sand. Further, Mr. Boudreau stated that backpassing will be 
used to extend the longevity of the nourished beach. Mr. Boudreau also stated that studies have 
shown elevated sand loss rates for Broad Beach, approximately 35,000 cubic yards lost per year 
for the past 5 years and approximately 20,000 cubic yards per year lost for the period between 
1990 and 2007. Since the project calls for 600,000 cubic yards of nourishment sand, Mr. 
Boudreau stated that the sand should last for approximately 10 years, and potentially longer 
depending on beach conditions. 

The Chair recognized Susan Owadi. Mrs. Owadi asked about the availability of FEMA 
funding for the project. Mr. Boudreau responded that FEMA funding may be available (and has 
been used for beach nourishment in the Gulf of Mexico and east coast), but a Declaration of 
Emergency is first needed by either the state Governor or the President before FEMA funding 
can be sought. 
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Mrs. Owadi then asked if the CCC presents a problem for the project. Vice Chair 
Grossman stated that the primary issues relate to the future public/private boundary, alignment 
and length of permanent revetment, and the scope and breadth of public access. Vice Chair 
Grossman further stated that approximately half of Broad Beach property owners have granted 
the public lateral access easements across their parcels-- and these grants vary widely from 
parcel to parcel. Mr. Grossman stated that the CCC would likely impose significant mitigation 
requirements (into the millions of dollars) if the applicant sought shoreline protection only-- and 
not concurrent nourishment. According to the Vice Chair, any final Coastal Development Permit 
from the CCC will likely involve some form of compromise on a uniform area of public access 
for the restored beach, but would not include additional public facilities (bathrooms, trails, 
parking, etc.) or additional vertical access. Chair Kamo added that the GHAD controls the 
permit process and will have the choice of accepting or rejecting proposed permit conditions and 
terms from the various permitting agencies. 

7. CONSENT CALENDAR 

a. Accept Psomas Peer Review Report on GHAD Assessment Diagram and 
Methodology dated January 20, 2012. 

b. Accept ICDM Meridian Assessment Proportion Determination letter dated 
January 21, 2012. 

Chair Kamo introduced this item and requested a motion to approve the consent items, 
acceptance of the Psomas Peer Review Report on GHAD Assessment Diagram and Methodology 
dated January 20, 2012 and the KDM Meridian Assessment Proportion Determination letter 
dated January 21, 2012. Vice Chair Grossman stated that the Psomas Peer Review Report refers 
to a measurement of the "mean high tide line", but should rather refer to the "daily high tide 
line". Board Member Marquis moved for the acceptance of the documents, seconded by Board 
Member Levitan. The motion passed 5-0. 

8. 	OLD BUSINESS 

a. Report on Status of Banking Procedures and Financial Reviews (Bank 
account, co-signatures on checks and other financial controls).  Board Member Marquis 
reported that the GHAD Treasurer is no longer a signatory on the GHAD's checking account and 
that the 5 Board members are current signatories. Board Member Marquis reminded Board 
members that two (2) signatures are required for all checks. Board Member Levitan suggested 
that the GHAD Clerk investigate the ability to sign checks electronically. 

b. Report on Permitting and Regulatory Process.  The Chair recognized the 
GHAD Project Counsel for this report. GHAD Project Counsel Ken Ehrlich reported on 
permitting developments since the December 2011 interagency meeting for the project and the 
status of transferring the pending applications to the GHAD. The SLC, CCC, RWQCB, Army 
Corps, City of Malibu, and County of Los Angeles participated in the interagency meeting for 
the project in late December 2011. The SLC reported that it interprets California law such that 
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the project will be exempt from CEQA if the GHAD becomes the applicant on the pending 
application (despite the GHAD's stated intent and expectation that CEQA should apply or, 
alternatively, that the GHAD would waive the exemption). Instead of preparing an EIR under 
CEQA, the SLC has informed the other agencies (and, later, the GHAD) that it intends to prepare 
a document functionally equivalent to an EIR called a "Public Trust Resource Impact Analysis" 
("PTRIA"). The SLC's EIR contractor, AMEC, will remain the contractor for the PTRIA. Mr. 
Ehrlich reported that the CCC has formally extended the GHAD's deadline for submitting a CDP 
application to June 2012. 

Mr. Ehrlich also reported that the GRAD has received a copy of a February 2, 2012 letter 
from the Beach Erosion Authority for Clean Oceans and Nourishment (BEACON) (a joint 
powers authority responsible for beach nourishment in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties) to 
the SLC stating BEACON's opposition to the GHAD's use of sand from Ventura Harbor for the 
project. Vice Chair Grossman suggested that GHAD Staff contact John Flynn, a former member 
of the CCC and a former Ventura County supervisor, to discuss BEACON's position. Advisor 
Goss asked if the modeling referenced in BEACON's letter would be cost-prohibitive. GHAD 
Engineer Boudreau stated that it could be cost-prohibitive. Advisor Goss then asked if either the 
County of Ventura or the Ventura Harbor authority would be motivated to share costs of 
removing the Ventura Harbor excess sand with the GHAD. Board Member Marquis responded 
that the GHAD is pursuing ways to facilitate such a cost-sharing opportunity. The Chair noted 
that the GHAD is fortunate to have both Vice Chair Grossman and Board Member Marquis so 
involved in the details of the project. 

9. NEW BUSINESS 

a. 	Declaration of Intention Regarding Eminent Domain Authority. The Chair 
recognized Project Counsel Ken Ehrlich for the Staff Report on this item. Mr. Ehrlich reported 
that states law grants GHADs with the power of eminent domain, and this GHAD has stated its 
intent not to use this power. Therefore, the GHAD Board sought to consider a resolution 
prohibiting the use of eminent domain for the restoration project. To that end, Mr. Ehrlich stated 
that proposed Resolution No. 2012/02 specifies that the BBGHAD Board cannot use eminent 
domain to acquire any interest in real property as part of the beach restoration project. 

The Chair recognized Vice Chair Grossman. Vice Chair Grossman asserted that the 
state's Public Resources Code tried to anticipate every possible scenario GHADs may face and 
part of the result is the grant of eminent domain power to GHADs. Vice Chair Grossman 
reported that certain detractors have claimed that the GHAD Board intends to use eminent 
domain authority to acquire property as part of the project. Vice Chair Grossman urged the 
Board to state its intentions not to use such authority through the adoption of Resolution No. 
2012/02. 

MOTION: Vice Chair Grossman moved that the Board approve Resolution No. 
2012/02. Board Member Lotman seconded the Motion. 

The Chair opened the matter for further Board discussion, and recognized Board Member 
Marquis. Board Member Marquis asserted that the Board could potentially face a scenario with 
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a renegade property owner who seeks to thwart the GHAD and the project-- for example, by 
refusing to comply with a key agency permit condition or requirement. In such a scenario, Board 
Member Marquis asserted that the Board should at least reserve its eminent domain power to 
thwart such a renegade action. Vice Chair Grossman responded that the regulatory agencies 
(SLC and/or CCC) would likely respond to the renegade owner in such a manner to gain 
compliance. Vice Chair Grossman further stated that he could not conceive of a scenario where 
a renegade owner could essentially hold "veto power" over the GHAD. 

The Chair recognized Advisor Goss, who stated that the Board should take this 
opportunity to state that it is not interested in condemnation. The Chair recognized Board 
Member Lotman. Board Member Lotman suggested that the Board should keep the resolution as 
broad as possible and not narrow it to applying, for example, only to vertical access. The Chair 
recognized Lynn Norton, who stated that any resolution passed on eminent domain would not 
have value if the Board can reverse the resolution in the future. Paul Owadi supported Ms. 
Norton's comments. The Chair responded by stating that the GHAD cannot change the laws of 
the California and is subject to the state legislature for same. 

The Chair called the question. The motion on the Resolution passed 4-1. 

10. PUBLIC HEARING 

None. 

11. GHAD BOARD MEMBER REPORTS 

Chair- none. 

Vice chair- none. 

Board Member Levitan- Seeks to respond to materials circulated by the "Friends of 
Broad Beach". Project Counsel Ehrlich responded that Mr. Levitan can respond to "Friends" 
materials on his own behalf and not under the guise of the Board. If Board Member Levitan has 
questions about his ability to respond on his own behalf and not in his Board capacity, Mr. 
Levitan was advised to consult with counsel. 

Board Member Lotman- none. 

Board Member Marquis- none. 

12. GHAD OFFICER REPORTS 

a. 	Treasurer's Report.  The GHAD Treasurer reported that, as of January 31, 2012, 
the GRAD had income of $73,000 and invoices totaling $278,980. The Treasurer also reported 
that, as of February 10, 2012, the GHAD has received $499,000 in fair share contributions in 
response to the 2012 fair share appeal. The Chair thanked all of those who have contributed to 
date. 
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b. 	GHAD Manager's Report & Discussion of Budget Issues.  In response to an 
inquiry from the January 2012 meeting, the GHAD Manager reported that, if the proposed 
assessment vote passes and the GHAD Board sought to levy and collect assessments for the 
remainder of fiscal year 2011-12 (approximately March 12, 2012- June 30, 2012), approximately 
$500,000 - 600,000 could be collected. Further, the County's fee for such a supplemental 
assessment would be insignificant. However, the GHAD Manager reported that that County 
refuses to conduct an "out of cycle" billing. Therefore, any efforts to collect for the remainder of 
fiscal year 2011-12 would be jointly billed with the 2012-13 County tax bills on the regular 
billing cycle. 

The Chair then recognized Board Member Marquis. Board Member Marquis reported 
that the GHAD is collecting significant fair share contributions, but $1.5 million is needed in 
addition to the approximately $500,000 already collected. Board Member Marquis further 
reported that, in the event the proposed assessment passes, additional security and certainty of 
repayment would exist to ensure that fair share contributions would be reimbursed. Therefore, in 
the event that the proposed assessment passes, the Board may consider requesting a small group 
of GHAD property owners to fund any then-existing shortfall in the funding of the project 
permitting and entitlement effort. 

The Chair recognized Advisor Goss. Advisor Goss requested the creation of a project 
schedule compiling all relevant dates, including permitting schedule, financing and bonding (if 
applicable) schedule, construction schedule, etc. GHAD Staff agreed to do so. 

Vice Chair Grossman inquired about the advisability of including pre-construction costs 
in the permitting and entitlement budget and whether such costs should be incurred now. Board 
Member Marquis responded that presently budgeting and completing pre-construction activities 
constitutes the only strategy that will maintain the current schedule of project construction 
completion by Summer 2013. 

The Chair recognized Board Member Levitan. Board Member Levitan stressed the need 
to maintain the Summer 2013 construction completion date and the need for a mechanism to 
immediately notify Board Members and all interested parties if anything occurs that could 
jeopardize this anticipated completion date. GHAD Engineer Russ Boudreau augmented Board 
Member Levitan's comments by stating that the dredge equipment needed for the project will be 
on the west coast at the time of anticipated construction and the GHAD should take advantage of 
same, and avoid the substantial costs involved in re-mobilizing this expensive equipment. 

13. FUTURE MEETING 

The next GHAD Board meeting will be on March 11, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. at the Malibu 
West Beach Club, 30756 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, CA 90265. 
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14. ADJOURNMENT 

Board Member Levitan moved, and Vice Chair Grossman seconded, that the meeting be 
adjourned. The motion carried 5-0. The meeting adjourned at approximately 12:15 p.m. 

Approved and adopted by the Broad Beach GHAD 
Board on March 	2012. 

NORTON KARNO, Chair 

ATTEST: 

BARBARA HAMM, GHAD Clerk 
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AGENDA ITEMS 7a & 7b 



TO: 	BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD 
ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

FROM: 	GRAD Special Counsel; GHAD Project Counsel 

DATE: 	March 6, 2012 

ITEM NO. 10 (a) & (b) March 11, 2012 GRAD Board Meeting 

SUBJECT: Adopt Resolution No. 2012/03 Accepting Certificate of Tabulation and 
Statement of Assessment Ballots and, if appropriate, Resolution No. 2012/04 
Implementing Assessment and Ordering Levy and Collection of Same. 

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS: 

1. Conduct a public hearing on any protests or other comments on the proposed Assessment 
(including Resolution No. 2012/03) and for the implementation of the assessment 
(Resolution No. 2012/04). 

2. Chair to call for finalization of ballots and close public hearing. 

3. Chair to order tabulation of ballots. 

4. GRAD Clerk and staff to tabulate final ballots on proposed Assessment by manual and 
electronic means (see footnote 1 below). 

5. GRAD Clerk to complete Certificate of Tabulation and Statement of Results, and 
announce results. 

6. Board Members to review and consider adoption of Resolution No. 2012/03. 

7. Recommended Action: Adopt Resolution No. 2012/03 and thereby accept complete 
Certificate of Tabulation and Statement of Assessment Ballots from GHAD Clerk. 

8. If majority protest on the Assessment exists, Board must abandon Assessment 
proceedings and may not adopt Resolution 2012/04.  

9_ 	If no majority protest exists, Staff recommends adoption of Resolution No. 2012/04 and 
thereby: 

a. order the amount of the Assessment against each parcel within the GRAD to be as 
provided in the Engineer's Report (adopted pursuant to Resolution No. 2012/01); 

b. further order that the amounts specified in the. Engineer's Report (including an 
annual adjustment to reflect the percentage change in the Los Angeles metropolitan area 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers over the previous twelve month period) shall be 
assessed against each parcel within the GHAD. The Assessment obligation for each property 
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owner shall begin on March 12, 2012, carry through the remainder of the 2011- 2012 fiscal year 
(March 12, 2012 —June 30, 2012) and continue for all subsequent fiscal years beginning with 
July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013 unless the GRAD Board elects not to levy all or part of the 
Assessment. The GRAD Board has the authority to determine the scope and breadth of any and 
all levies of the Assessment (all, a portion, or no levy at all) each fiscal year; 

c. 	order that the Assessment shall be levied and collected in the following manner: 

(1) The GRAD Manager shall cause an Assessment Diagram to be filed and a 
Notice of Assessment to be recorded as provided for in Section 3114 of the California Streets 
and Highway Code, whereupon the Assessment shall attach as a lien upon each parcel within the 
GHAD; 

(2) Thereafter, the Assessment shall be payable at the, same time and in the 
same manner as general taxes on real property within the GRAD are payable; and 

d. 	Order that all funds generated by the Assessment, and all interest earned on the 
. Assessment, shall be segregated and deposited in a separate account for the exclusive benefit of 

the territory of the GHAD. 

Staff recommends that the GRAD Board levy the Assessment beginning on March 12, 
2012 through the remaining portion of the 2011-2012 fiscal year (March 12, 2012 — June 30, 
2012) and continue for all subsequent fiscal years beginning with July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013 
unless the GHAD Board elects not to levy all or part of the Assessment. The GHAD Board has 
the authority to determine the scope and breadth of any and all levies of the Assessment (all, a 
portion, or no levy at all) each fiscal year. 

BACKGROUND:  

In order to fund the Broad Beach Restoration Project (Project) as contemplated in the 
GHAD's Plan of Control, on January 22, 2012 the GHAD Board adopted Resolution No. 
2012/01 declaring its intention to impose an assessment ("Assessment") on the property within 
the GRAD boundaries and fixing a public hearing on March 11, 2012 to consider adoption of the 
proposed Assessment and any protests thereto. The Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012 
serves as the basis for the proposed Assessment. After the GRAD Board adopted Resolution No. 
2012/01, a Notice of Adoption of the Resolution was mailed to each property owner in the 
GHAD notifying them of the proposed Assessment and the March 11, 2011 hearing date. The 
Notice attached the January 18, 2012 Engineer's Report and other documents to support the 
proposed Assessment as required by state law. 

The Assessment as proposed by the GRAD must reflect the special benefits conferred 
onto the parcels assessed. Here, the proposed Assessment is based on the amount of beach 
frontage owned by each property owner. The Engineer's Report identifies all the parcels in the 
GHAD that would benefit from the Project. Once the parcels were identified, the GRAD, 
through the Engineer's Report, determined the proportionate special benefit to each property 
owner in relation to the entire cost of constructing the Project improvements, of maintaining and 
operating those improvements, and all other property related services for the Project. The 
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January 18, 2012 Engineer's Report reflects that the Assessment on each parcel will not exceed 
the reasonable cost of the proportionate special benefit conferred. 

The current action focuses on the , hearing of any protests to the proposed Assessment, 
tabulation of Assessment ballots properly submitted by GHAD property owners, and, in the 
absence of majority protest and in the event that the Assessment passes, Board action to 
implement the Assessment and order levy and collection of same. 

REASONS AND PROCESS FOR RECOMMENDED ACTIONS: 

Resolution No. 2012/03 

GRAD Staff recommends that the GHAD Board conduct a single, joint public hearing to 
determine if a majority protest exists on the proposed Assessment and for the implementation of 
the assessment (in the event that no majority protest exists) (Resolution No. 2012/04), close the 
public hearing, and then order the tabulation of properly submitted ballots. 

The votes on the proposed Assessment shall be tabulated as follows: 

1. Chair to direct GRAD Clerk and Staff to tabulate the ballots; 

2. GRAD Clerk will open the ballots sealed in the official green envelopes in order of 
APNs; 

3. votes will be recorded manually by the GHAD Clerk on a chart ("Statement of 
Assessment Ballots") reflecting each title holder, APN, linear feet of each individual parcel, and 
columns for "YES" and "NO"; 

4. simultaneously, votes will be recorded and tabulated manually on the Statement of 
Assessment Ballots AND electronically via Excel spreadsheets' created by the GRAD Manager 
on laptop computers operated separately by the GRAD Manager, the GRAD Clerk, and the 
GRAD Project Counsel; 

5. the Excel spreadsheet on the laptop of the GRAD Project Counsel will be projected so 
meeting attendees may view the tabulation in progress; 

6. after all properly submitted votes have been manually recorded in the "YES" or "NO" 
columns of the on the Statement of Assessment Ballots, the GRAD Clerk shall manually tabulate 
the "YES" votes and separately tabulate the "NO" votes weighted by the amount of linear beach 
frontage owned by each voting GRAD parcel owner in relation to the total amount of linear feet 
within the GHAD represented by all of the properly submitted Assessment ballots (the 
proportional financial obligation of the affected properties); 

ENGEO has programmed the spreadsheets to tabulate individual votes weighted by the amount of 
linear beach frontage owned by each voting GHAD parcel owner (numerator) in relation to the total 
amount of linear feet within the GRAD represented by properly submitted Assessment ballots 
(denominator), the proportional financial obligation of the affected properties. 
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7. GRAD Staff shall confer and agree that the manually and electronically tabulated 
results match; and 

8. the GHAD Clerk shall then certify and announce the results of the vote on the 
proposed Assessment. 

If a majority protest is determined to exist, the GRAD Clerk shall so certify through 
Resolution No. 2012/03, the Assessment cannot be levied, and the proceedings on this 
Assessment will be abandoned. If no majority protest is determined to exist and the vote on this 
Assessment passes, the GRAD Clerk shall so certify through Resolution No, 2012/03 and further 
GRAD Board action will be required to order the levy and collection of the Assessment. 

Resolution No 2012/04 

In the event that a majority protest on the Assessment does not exist, and the Board 
decides to order the levying of the Assessment, Resolution No. 2012/04 specifies the further 
Board action required to levy the assessment, including recording of the necessary documents, 
and causing the County Assessor's office to prepare the appropriate property tax bills for GRAD 
property owners. Specifically, Resolution No. 2012/04 orders that the amounts specified in the 
Engineer's Report (including CPI adjustments) shall be assessed against each parcel within the 
GRAD beginning on March 12, 2012 through the remainder of the 2011- 2012 fiscal year 
(March 12, 2012 — June 30, 2012) (anticipated $500,000-600,000 in revenue) and for subsequent 
fiscal years (maximum assessment would yield approximately $2,487,200 per year) unless the 
GRAD Board elects not to levy all or part of the Assessment. 

Resolution No. 2012/04 further specifies the process for recording an Assessment 
Diagram and recording a Notice of Assessment, which is necessary to create a lien upon each 
parcel within the GHAD, and for levying purposes. The Resolution also requires the GHAD to 
segregate funds and interest generated by the Assessment in a separate account for the exclusive 
benefit of the GRAD. 

If the Board adopts these Resolutions, the GHAD Clerk will thereafter work with the 
GHAD Manager to prepare and record the Assessment Diagram and other necessary documents. 
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF BROAD BEACH 
GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

Adopted this Resolution on March 11, 2012 by the following vote: 

AYES: 

NOES: 

ABSENT: 

ABSTAIN: 

RESOLUTION NO. 2012/03 

RESOLUTION ACCEPTING STATEMENT OF ASSESSMENT BALLOTS FOR THE 
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT (GHAD) 

WHEREAS, on March 11, 2012 the Broad Beach GHAD Board of Directors (GHAD 
Board), held a public hearing on a benefit assessment proposed to be levied on real property 
located within the GHAD. After the close of the public hearing, the GHAD Clerk opened the 
sealed ballots that had been submitted and not withdrawn prior to the close of the hearing and 
tabulated them to determine the vote on the proposed assessment. In tabulating the ballots, the 
GHAD Clerk weighted them according to the proportional financial obligation of the affected 
property; and 

WHEREAS, the GHAD Clerk certified the tabulation of the assessment ballots as 
specified in the attached Certificate of Tabulation Official and Statement of Assessment Ballots 
(Exhibit 1). 

The Board of Directors of the GHAD HEREBY RESOLVES THAT: 

1. The GRAD Board accepts the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District 
Certificate of Tabulation Official and Statement of Assessment Ballots in Exhibit 1  from the 
GHAD Clerk showing that the benefit assessment passed. 

2. This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon passage and adoption. 

ATTEST: 
Clerk of the GRAD Board 
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EXHIBIT 1 

BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 
CERTIFICATE OF TABULATION OFFICIAL 

AND STATEMENT OF ASSESSMENT BALLOTS 

I, Barbara Hamm, the Clerk of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District 
("GRAD") having canvassed the return of all ballots cast for the proposed assessment on real 
property within the GHAD boundary, do hereby certify the attached to be a full, true and correct 
statement of the results of all ballots received on the proposed assessment for the GRAD. 

I FURTHER CERTIFY, that this statement of assessment ballots shows the assessment 
ballots submitted in favor of the assessment and the assessment ballots submitted in opposition to 
the assessment, each total weighted according to the financial obligation of the affected 
properties for which the assessment ballots were submitted. 

This certification is executed this 	day of March, 2012 in Malibu, California. 

Clerk of the GRAD Board 
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38 

31236 

31232 

31228 

31224 

31220 

31214 

31212 

31206 

31202 

31138 

31134/31130 

31122 

TOTAL PARCELS: 121 NO. OF PARCELS VOTING YES: 
VOTING PARCELS: 0 NO. OF PARCELS VOTING NO: 0 

TOTAL FRONTAGE: 6217 FRONTAGE VOTING YES: 0 
VOTING FRONTAGE: 0 FRONTAGE VOTING NO; 0 

% OF TOTALPARCELS VOTING: 0.00% % OF VOTING PARCELS VOTING YES: irDIV/01 
% OF TOTAL FRONTAGE VOTING: 0.00% % OF VOTING PARCELS VOTING NO: fiDIV/01 

% OF TOTAL PARCELS VOTING YES: 0.00% % OF VOTING FRONTAGE VOTING YES: #DIV/Ol 
% OF TOTAL PARCELS VOTING NO: 0.00% %OF VOTING FRONTAGE VOTING NO: fiDIV/0! 

% OF TOTAL FRONTAGE VOTING YES: 0.00% 
% OF TOTAL FRONTAGE VOTING NO: 0.00% 

1111111E 

NAMES 

WANAMEINMA1 Victoria Point Holdings, LLC {Houser) 

utVlif.4-51.iat-41.:Sweeney 

	

Recv'd 	Wilson 

ei13--qam Mark 
	 McQueen 

cl.5"Zrz,.41-74.V!,..--lg A7..431508 Vic Point LLC/Watt 

.„trme .2.4t4231.508 Vic Point LLC/Watt 

	

Recv'd 	Herndon Partners LLC (0whadi) 

	

Recv'd 	JMC International LLC (0whadi) 

	

Recv'd 	Pritchett 

	

n9, 	fas&—  Arnau It 

KE:gra maw Curtis 

	

Reeked 	Vincent 

	

Recv'd 	Levitan 

'.'..7.1174:455t="24;11 Smolev 

	

Recv'd 	2XMD 

	

Recv'd 	2XMD 

	

Recv'd 	Beach House Assocs/Attanasio 

	

Recv'd 	Peter J. Korai, Trustee 

•,-7'.rta:55sifigKenterra VI (Paula Kent Meehan) 
!:-1.";;;TrTfA,...707-:=A Kenterra VI (Paula Kent Meehan) 

	

Recv'd 	Kurland 

	

Recv'd 	Glaser - 

	

Recy'd 	LBBR Holdings LLC (Mutchnik) 

	

Read 	Platt 2008 CP Trust 

fiqi,F-1.7'.Fs?MTVAil. Bright 
U.4,rielf*.al Bright 

Recv'd 

Recv'd 

Recv'd 

Recv'd 
Recv'd 	Lumsden 

Recv'd 	Gottlieb 
Reisbord 	 31322 

Recv'd 	Douglas, Kevin, Trustee 	 31316 
Recv'd 	Henrick, Trustee of BB309 Trust (Marq 31310 
Recv'd 	Kaplan 

fr 	Palm Trust (Luanne Wells) 

24= Luanne/Kevin Wells Trustees 
Recv'd 	Spears 
Recv'd 	Marine, Jeff 
Recv'd 	Borman 
Recv'd 	Douglas, James & Jean Trustees 
Read 	Pepperdine 
Recv'd 	Pepperdine 

Rear'd 	Jack Arnold, Trustee 

Novogroder 

Recv'd 	Dejoria 
Recv'd 	Kamo 

--5::.-*.%.T.-WaRKauffrnan/Skloff/Philpott 

Recv'd 	Attanasio 
Recv'd 	Attanasio 
Recv'd 	Roski 

Recv'd 	31134 Broad Beach LLC (Lord) 
Reciegba E DeCaussin 

BALLOTs Received 

AS OF 02/24/12 
- 

iNFOND.Wegl Lafetra 

Fenton 

Friedman 

Bauer 

Chubak 

FedEx.=F 

Mall = M 

Calls = C 

APN 

4470.017.028 

4470-017-029 

4470-017-030 

4470-017-031 

4470.017-032 

4470-017-033 

4470-017-034 

4470-017-035 

4470-017-036 

4470-017-037 

4470-017-038 

4470-017-061 
4470-017-052 

4470-017-063 

4470-017-064 

4470-017-065 

4470-017-066 

4470-017-067 

4470-017-068 

4470-017-069 
4470-016-026 

4470-016-025 

4470-016-020 

4470-016-019 

4470.016-018 
4470-016.017 

4470-016-016 

4470-016-033 

4470-016-013 

4470-016-012 

4470-016-011 

4470-016-010 
4470-016-008 

4470-016-027 

4470-016-028 

4470-016-031 

4470-016-036 

4470-015-020 

4470.015-019 

4470-015-018 

4470-015-017 

4470-015-016 
4470-015-015 

4470015-014 
4470-015-013 

4470-015-012 

4470-015-011 

4470-015-033 
4470-015-007 

FRONTAGE VOTING 
NO 	 YES 

FRONTAGE 
VOTING NO 

BROAD BEACH GHAD FRONTAGE (APN's)Ballot Census 
1/18/2012 

SURVEYED' 

GHAD 

FRONTAGE 

5 
53 

51 

50 

50 

51 

46 

46 

54 

49 

47 

51 
50 

50 
50 

50 

50 

105 

60 

60 

95 

80 

40 

40 

40 
40 

40 

81 
41 

48 

50 
38 

47 

34 

45 

73 

45 
31302 	 68 
31284 	 75 
31280 	 88 
31272 	 120 
31260 	 45 

31250 	 1 
31240 	 4 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 
51  

35 

4470-016-005 
4470-016-004 

4470-026-003 
4470-016-032 

4470-015-025 

4470-015-032 

4470-015-021 

6525 Point Lechuza 

31536 Victoria Point 

31532 Victoria Point . 

31528 Victoria Point 

31520 VictOrla Point 

31516 Victoria Point 

31508 Victoria Point 

31506 Victoria Point 

31504 Victoria Point 

31502 Victoria Point 
31500 Victoria Point 

31460 Broad Beach 

31454 

31450 

31444 

31438 
No Address 

31430 

31418 

31412 

31406 

31388 

31380 

31376 

31372 

31368 

31364 

31360 

31350 
31346 

31340 

3/336 

31330 

31324 



BALLOTS Received 
- 	AS OF 02/24/12 	 NAMES APN 

1/18/2012 

SURVEYED 

CHAD 

FRONTAGE YES 	NO 

FRONTAGE VOTING 

YES 
FRONTAGE 
VOTING NO 

liw-ARK::;J:;::4: - MicicIlerton Trust/Brosnan 	 31118 4470-015-006 80  ti037.-A.1.17...t  isimets 
.31 7717̀1.4 M-Pita- p.a.'--4,-x4ffiaf:::MIddiertort Tnzt/Brosnan 	 31112 4470-015-027 40 

gaigi -,,gF4s:-:i.: Tessler/Grey 	 3 nos 
ieg.atikilii-3:,,:k1F.;.::;::;IBB Road LLC/Spielberg 	 31100 

4470-015-029 

4470-015-004 

60 

99 
,,.; 	ek....;!: 	2 	r,,.;4,11KI 

l 
iv 

MI Vatt9.Rktat...!::::i Broad Beach House 'LC/Spielberg 	31070 4470-015-031 45 . 	 .-„,-, "..f÷.... 
Recv'd 	Smidt 	 31064 4470-015-030 62 
Recy'd 	Novogroder 	 31058 4470-014-022 40 ,-,.;.... k qk 
Read 	Hoffman/Hecht 	 31054 4470-014-021 40 a  

5".j..17.-1_4g4.V,WlM;f,1;.g Malibu Management LLC (Abdalla/Stor 31052 4470-014-020 
40 

Rea d 	Steve Lawrence 	 31048 4470-014-019 40 = 	tr 	.., 
 ,,,,..r-  g er, 

Read 	H 111/Gotha's 	 31042 4470-014-018 40 
..i 

m 	,e, Recvd 	Mendoza 	 33038 4470-014-017 40 
.4.4. 
4 

 :'-::. 	,. 	- 
i -r.tiltc Recy'd 	31034 Broad Beach LLC Goldberg / M.31034 4470-014-016 40 

km, 
' .': 

Recvd 	Grossman 	 31030 4470-014-015 40 2 IIII 
Recy'd 	Dolly Martin 	 31026 4470-014-014 40 . .. _ 	max! 

Recy'd 	Devito/Perlman 	 31022 4470-014-013 40 
!men 1 

IIM 

IIII, 

Read 	Devito/Perlman 	 31020 4470-014-012 40 41 
-1 

Recv'd 	Baron 	 31016 4470-014-011 40 ''' 	',1-....:. 	' 	k 	, , 
Recy'd 	Brown 	 33012 4470-014-010 

... 	. 	. 

Recy'd 	Mark 	 31008 4470-014-009 40 ...a 
Recy'd 	Haft 	 31000 4470-014-008 40 -7-- 	.t-:,.1„, 
Recvd 	North Enterprises 1996 Trust (Ovitz} 	30980 4470-014-007 34 
Read 	North Enterprises 1996 Trust (Ovitz} 	30978 4470=014-006 40 f:' ,k 	l' ,   
Read 	North Enterprises 1996 Trust (Ovitz} 	30974 4470-014-005 40 11*" 	

ar 
Recy'd 	Sheinberg 	 30970 4470-014-004 40 ,  Or' 	 fr 

' 
Recv'd 	Sinatra 	 30966 4470-014-003 
Recy'd 	Sitrick 	 30962 4470-014-002 

rgattg.N.E-e411.3: Maynard 	 30956 4470-014-001 4 
Recy'd 	30952 Broad Beach LLC (RPM Invest) 	30952 4470-013-027 40 

lte. 

Recv'd 	Arad 	 30948 4470-013-026 40 7 	.V.;;;F ...,_ 	-,x 	, IIIIIIIIIIII 
Recvd 	Arad 	 30944 4470-013-025 39 ' 	, 
Recvd 	Mellon 	 30940 4470-013-024 39 ifclq4. 1   

ga-MENA Mt: Ma den a 	 30936 4470-013-023 

4470-013-022 
39 
39 

..pl 	'1  ' 	 - u.~ • >sv --q!...„.,artta 	,---- dilti&W-57E-Eg MDWBB/Hess 	 30930 

:1,1l Hess 	 30928 4470-013-021 39 
em 

VAVEMiiit341:MTSBB McMillan 	 30924 4470.013-020 39 ct,..i.. „ . 
''';, 	"-!  

1111111 
=II 
.1111 

Recy'd 	Zallian 	 30918 4470-013-019 39 
Recy'd 	Nathansan 	 30916 4470-013-018 39 r 44, 

..gge 
Recv'd 	Themba/Soon-Shiong 	 30908 4470-033-017 39 e. 
Recvd 	Kinckerbocker Ave Tr/Romano 	30904 4470-013-016 39 
Recy'd 	Kelton 	 30900 4470-013-015 

4470-013-014 

39 

39 

?Jo 4,, 	- 	, 	..  
Recy'd 	Needleman 	 30874 

gaff.  LW: K.: :511gii L e mm o n 	 30870 4470-013-013 39 
,:i 

..1 	aL,.. 
Recvd 	Sherman 	 30866 4470-013-012 39 }`f 	.■ .... e.'' 	.54',''''4:::: W:.,1  
Retv'd 	Rosenbloom /Frontiers 	 30860 4470-013-011 39 1 
Read 	Rosenbloom /Frontiere 	 30856 4470-013-010 39 c  
Recvd 	Rosenbloom /Frontiere 	 30852 4470-013-009 39,. , !.. : r i,.. - 	a 6-  .,:itt. 
Recvd 	Ressler/Gertz 	 30846 4470-013-008 60' .. 	... NAN* 	 et 9..:€#,74.E........=4,7a6::::::i , .., V.M.1,,,'",,,,I,"r,Sn'..it-::74 -1.,Sittornpson 	 30842 4470-013-007 50 .t* 	,,A; 	, 
Recy'd 	Hoerhager/Frenner/Lowell 	 30838 4470-013-006 40%4 • . 	,,,i;-; 	-,..s",:it. 
Recv'd 	Koenig 	 30830 4470-013-005 55  144" 

Recvd 	O'Connor 	 30826 4470-013-004 42 
_yamr....,..-6---i'`" .,,,.. 4;41:1 Ma gd is on 4470-013-029 42 j 	,.... 	, 	,. 

S., :T.li:P.Magdison 	 30822 4470-013-030 64 et 
"?.gli 11111111111111 

;Leigh 	 30810 
` Hawn 

4470-013-002 42 -  
4470-013-028 42 ' . 	

4  
- 	 a 30804 

,.161474..REk:slFinegood 	 30800 4469-026-012 50 ' 	 -,4 
ki Read 	Klein 	 30760 

71-&rezt-3-22m4gg: Malibu West Swim Club, a California Cc 30756 PCH 
4469-026-002 

4469-026-016 

80z 

100 '4 .0 
:..-',-4-' k'7.r. 1,4',..f..,. L'.5  TAT .*.;*.: S c h w a b 	 30750 PCH 4469-026-011 30 ,:;,,, 

Recv'd 	Malibu Bay Co./Resnick 	 30732 PCH 4469-026-005 190 , 	.:"1.2r . 
	- Recy'd 	Ross 	 30724 PCH 4469-026-006 50 , , . 

Recvd 	Coastline Income Prop 	 30718 PCH 4469-026-007 50 ''''''' 111.1111 1111 
Read 	Lotman 	 30712 PCH 4469-026-008 57 
Recy'd 	Klein 	 30708 PCH 4469-026-009 48ti....likr,- ,,Attl..1 6.ql:ll.',. 
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE BROAD BEACH 
GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

Adopted this Resolution on March 11, 2012 by the following vote: 

AYES: 

NOES: 

ABSENT: 

ABSTAIN: 

RESOLUTION NO. 2012/04 

RESOLUTION CONFIRMING THE ASSESSMENT AND AUTHORIZING THE LEVY 
AND COLLECTION OF THE ASSESSMENT FOR THE BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC 
HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

WHEREAS, on September 12, 2011, the Malibu City Council adopted Resolution No. 
11-41, approving and ordering the formation of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement 
District ("GHAD") and appointing the following five landowners to serve as the initial Board of 
Directors of the GHAD: Steven Levitan, Zan Marquis, Norton Karno, Marshall Grossman and 
Jeff Lotman ("GHAD Board"). Formation of the GRAD was described in the petition initiating 
the formation proceedings presented to the City Clerk on June 6, 2011 and in the GHAD Plan of 
Control approved by the GRAD Board on November 6, 2011 pursuant to GHAD Resolution No. 
2011/03; 

WHEREAS, in order to pay for the cost and expenses of constructing and maintaining 
the improvements for the Broad Beach GRAD as described in the GHAD Plan of Control, 
pursuant to Public Resources Code sections 26500 et seq., it will be necessary to provide for a 
reliable source of funding; 

WHEREAS, Public Resources Code section 26650 et seg. authorize, after a noticed 
public hearing, the levy and collection of an assessment upon specially benefited property within 
the GHAD to pay for the construction and maintenance of GRAD improvements. Article 
X111(D) of the California Constitution imposes additional requirements for the levy and 
collection of said assessment; 

WHEREAS, an Engineer's Report has been prepared by a registered professional 
engineer, certified in the State of California, in compliance with Public Resources Code section 
26651(a) and section 4(b) of Article XllI(D) of the California Constitution, and adopted by the 
GRAD Board as part of Resolution No. 2012/01. The Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012 
attached as Exhibit 1 explains the purpose of the GHAD and provides the estimated budget, the 
total assessment that will be chargeable to the territory within the GRAD, the proposed estimated 
assessment to be levied against each parcel within the GRAD, and a description of the method 
used in formulating the estimated assessment; 

017569.000112333803.1 



WHEREAS, on December 11, 2011, the GRAD Board adopted Resolution No. 2011/05, 
declaring its intention to order an assessment for the Broad Beach GRAD, and fixing a hearing 
for February 5, 2011 to consider the proposed assessment and any protests against the 
assessment; 

WHEREAS, after approving Resolution No. 2011/05, GRAD Staff learned of some 
surveying errors in the original Engineer's Report for the proposed assessment. The GRAD 
Board thereafter commissioned the preparation of a revised Engineer's Report; 

WHEREAS, on January 22, 2012 the GHAD Board, after considering the Engineer's 
Report (attached on Exhibit 1), adopted Resolution No. 2012/01 declaring its intent to order an 
assessment based on the Engineer's Report, cancelling the hearing for February 5, 2012 and 
fixing a hearing for March 11, 2012 to consider the proposed assessment and any protests against 
the assessment; Resolution No. 2012/01 superseded Resolution No. 2011/05; 

WHEREAS, Resolution No. 2012/01 declares the GHAD Board's intention, consistent 
with the requirements of Article XIII(D) of the California Constitution and Public Resources 
Code section 26651, to order that the costs and expenses of constructing and maintaining the 
GRAD improvements pursuant to Public Resources Code section 26500 et seq. be  assessed 
against ("Assessment") those parcels within the GHAD, as identified in the revised Engineer's 
Report, that are specially benefited by the GRAD; 

WHEREAS, Resolution No. 2012/01 declares the GHAD Board's intention to assess 
against those parcels shown on the Boundary Map and Assessment Diagram contained in the 
Engineer's Report for the year 2012 and for subsequent years, all or part of the amount set forth 
in the Engineer's Report. The Resolution further declares that each parcel may be subject to a 
supplemental assessment for the remaining portion of the 2011/2012 tax year; and 

WHEREAS, consistent with Resolution No. 2012/01 directs the GHAD Clerk to: (1) to 
destroy all ballots that were submitted pursuant to Resolution No. 2011/05, (2) with respect to all 
ballots received pursuant to Resolution 2012/01, keep the ballots sealed until the tabulation of 
the ballots commences at the conclusion of the public hearing on March 11, 2012, and (3) 
tabulate the ballots immediately following the closing of the public hearing on the proposed 
assessment; 

WHEREAS, Resolution No. 2012/01 states that, in tabulating the ballots, the ballots 
shall be weighted according to the proportional financial obligation on the affected property. 
The Resolution further states that the GRAD Board: 1) shall consider all protests against the 
proposed Assessment and certify the tabulation of the ballots, and 2) shall not impose the 
proposed Assessment if a majority protest exists. A majority protest exists if; upon conclusion of 
the public hearing, weighted ballots submitted in opposition to the proposed Assessment exceed 
the weighted ballots submitted in favor of the proposed Assessment. 

The Board of Directors of the GHAD HEREBY RESOLVES THAT: 

1. 	A duly noticed public hearing was held before the GRAD Board on March 11, 
2012, commencing at I :00 p.m., in order to hear and consider any protests regarding the 

2 
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proposed Assessment. At the hearing, the GRAD Clerk delivered to the GRAD Board all ballots 
received from property owners within the Broad Beach GRAD. 

	

2. 	The GRAD Clerk tabulated the sealed ballots and weighted them according to the 
proportional financial obligation on the affected property. The GHAD Clerk certified the 
tabulation of the ballots and the GHAD Board accepted this certification pursuant to Resolution 
No. 2012/03. 

	

3. 	Based upon the tabulation of the ballots, the GRAD Board finds that a majority 
protest does not exist on the Assessment. Therefore, the GHAD Board is authorized to levy the 
Assessment pursuant to Public Resources Code section 26653 and Article XIII(D), Section 4 of 
the California Constitution. 

	

4. 	The GRAD Board further confirms the Assessment, as specified in the Engineer's 
Report, and orders that the amount of the Assessment against each parcel within the GRAD shall 
be as provided in the Engineer's Report. 

	

5. 	The GHAD Board further orders that the amounts specified in the Engineer's 
Report (including an annual adjustment to reflect the percentage change in the Los Angeles 
metropolitan area Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers over the, previous twelve 
month period) shall be assessed against each parcel within the GRAD. The Assessment 
obligation for each property owner shall begin on March 12, 2012, carry through the remainder 
of the 2011- 2012 fiscal year (March 12, 2012 — June 30, 2012) and continue for all 
subsequent fiscal years beginning with July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013 unless the GRAD Board 
elects not to levy all or part of the Assessment. The GRAD Board has the authority to 
determine the scope and breadth of any and all levies of the Assessment (all, a portion, or no levy 
at all) each fiscal year. 

	

6. 	The GHAD Board further orders that the Assessment shall be levied and collected 
in the following manner: 

(a) The GHAD Manager shall cause to be recorded a Notice of Assessment, 
in substantially the form as the attached Exhibit 2,  as provided for in Section 3114 of the 
California Streets and Highway Code, whereupon the Assessment shall attach as a lien upon 
each parcel within the GRAD. 

(b) Thereafter, the Assessment shall be payable at the same time and in the 
same manner as general taxes on real property within the GRAD are payable. The GRAD Board 
shall levy the Assessment beginning on March 12, 2012 through the remaining portion of the 
2011-2012 fiscal year (March 12, 2012 — June 30, 2012) and continue for all subsequent fiscal 
years beginning with July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013 unless the GRAD Board elects not to levy all 
or part of the Assessment. The GRAD Board has the authority to determine the scope and 
breadth of any and all levies of the Assessment (all, a portion, or no levy at all) each fiscal year. 

	

7. 	All funds generated by the Assessment, and all interest earned on the Assessment, 
shall be segregated and deposited in a separate account for the exclusive benefit of the territory 
of the GRAD- 
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8. 	This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its passage and 
adoption. 

ATTEST: 
Clerk of the GRAD Board 

4 
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ENGINEER'S REPORT 

EXHIBIT 1 
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• ENGINEER'S REPORT 

for 

BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD AHATEmmistr DISTRICT . 

for the 

ESTABLISHMENT:OF ANASSESSIKEN'T 

• L - .INTRODIlCtION.' 
.„ 	- 	 • 

• .0e.Brciati Bend; Geologic Hazard Abatement District .(GHAD)•was famed by the Malibu City 
Council on September 12, 2011, pursuant to Resolution-No. 11-41 sunder the .authority iaf the 

- .California4hablic.Resources Code, Division 17, Section 26500 at seq. • 	• 	• 

IL .DACS:GRoviin: . 	• - 
. 	• 	• 	 • 

• • 	 • 

• On Novernber 0,.011,.pursuant to Resolution 2013/03, the'diA13 33nard -ofDireCtors- ER ...waved' 
the Broad..Beach. Plan of Control`-to allow the GUAD to permanently ',monitor • and .  maintain 

. 	 i GAA15 inixoyenients (G1-1AD Tian. q(Con12 -01). The establishment of.a real property relaied -  • 
: - 	•-• • ..assessment ,tio' fund the GHAD=responsiibilities is described -lo this:EngineesRephrt. - 	• . f . 	• . 	,  

IlG -GEOLOGXC RAZARD ARATikENT DISTRICT. BOUNDARIES . 	 • . 	 • 

' 	 It 

Tk•houridarie. and, legal decription for theIGHAErareatinahlthereto as Exhibits A andla.• ..• 
. 	• 

IV. s-ERvics LEVELS • •• 	• 
. • • • 	• - -"  

• 	
•  

The.. CIIAD's 'activities are set forth in the Plarr of Control and include -  certain activities ; 
- • neeessaryni- incidental - to•the prevention, mitigation,•abatement, -or cOntrOF of geologic hazIxds,. 

• • .• 	including-construction, retention, repair, or operation Of any IrnprOvernent, and the issuance and 	 • 
-servicing ofdebi or bonds issued to finance any of the foregoing. 	" 

. 	. 
The MAD provides for the adroinistratiOn.and review of facilities within the budgeted limits, 

. including the following services:• . • 

1. Oversight of GRAD operations. 

2. In conjunction with the County Assessor's Office, setting the annual levying of assessments 
on the property tax rolls. 

3. -Engagement of technical professionals to .perform the monitoring duties as described in 	- 
GRAD Plan .of 

. 8588.000.000 	• 
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.• • , 
. 

• - . 

5. Performance of GRAD preservation activities in accordance with the GRAD Pfau of Control. 	- 
These activities iiichide,- but are not limited tO;the following: ' • 

, 
• -, 	Inspection °trivet:inert} structures 	- " 	 .. 	. 

:... 

. • 	• 
. , . 

. 	• 	- 	... ," .4. • InsPacticin and pfeservatthnofiestared dunes:  
r ' 	 , : 	• :. 

. 	. 	• • Monitoring of acturiudated erosion and beaahmeeSsion.. 

6.• PrePitnati-Ein of 	GRAD bu'dgets.  
• • 	• 	• • • 	. 

" . 11.; 	 11100* 	• 	
• • 

- •• 	. 	. 

	

• 
: 1 

: :The Broad Beach, area ,  is located at. the haie of the Santa lloiriciMountairis.und-adineent to -,. . ' ,- • 	: - 	.. 	' 

' 	•-;"'-;;.-...; 	' .• 	:- „ - •:. 	
. 
. 

Santa Monica• 	Bky'iii--Walibn; western . b"as.  Angeles' County, .califoinia„.e4ekilhig front' :  -:'• " -..- 
Paint Lec:Iniza -on the west to Zirmi Beach 	the-east. Altlibuilk beach width can vary seasonlilly- 	' .- 	' . 

' 	',. 
"•:-.: ' .;-- 

• • 	• 

• 
• 
, 

as tveIl -ns,frbrn year to. icar, Broad Beaofi•repoireelly his ,  bein'eanSistinilyisatio-vvjLig.iii width 	- 	: . ." 
since the earty-•1970s. 'The historically wide beach at Broad Beach has gradually narrowed due to 	' • • ", 
. an unbalance in the sediment budget, Le., more sand has left the beach system o ver the • •• 

40 ere than entered-it Since the inici-1979s, Broad Beach has, lost an aicmge of .ZP,000 cdbin 
yards Per year. This 	has aebelerated over the past five years to approximately 35,000 cubic 

.- 

• , 

. 	• • • 	„„ .• yards per year. As reported by Moffatt & Nichol, the Thigineer of Record for the proposed. 
improvements, Broad Beach iS a very 'nano* ribbon of sand visible primarily at low tide but 

-. 	• 

• • 	- :inundated at-high tide (Moffati & Nichol; 2011 (Exhibii D)).: 	.• 

homes, are threatenoTby high-tides and continuing wave action. In order to reduce the risk of  

	

r 	1 • . 	 " 	F 	, 
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. 	t.  

1 

• -: 	4. Peifoimance Of GRAD constniciion activities in accordance with the GRAD Plan of Control. 	 i 
These activities include, but are not limited toobe following:  ' 	 t 
• Beach nourishment and sculpting 	 1 

. 	„ 	• 	 I 
• 'Constructionhestoration of chines and related natural habitat 	 • 

• 
i" i 

. ". Reach drginage improvements 	 . 	 1 
..  

- 
-.In general, very little, if any, dry' beach, exists at -higher tide levels, especially in the western • L 	F' 

• portion of the aboveLdescribed area. Various potions of the beach have been subjected to 
- emergency repair(protectivo measures in years past due to storms and related erosion events,  

Temporary armoring (including sandbags) from earlier emergency repairs ' has become. 
increasingly exposed with time. An emergency trick revetment was installed seaward of the. 
homes in 20I0 along most of the length of the beach to protect the priirateproPerties (Moffitt & ' 	 I: 	' 

• 
I . 

Nichol, 2011). 	• 

Because of the general and contintiing narrowing of the beach; private imprave:ments, including 



• 	 ..." 

i 	 .. • 	 " • 	. 	 ' 
...-, . , ,. t'.,.. -. • •'-llevatment:-Turying-the-calisling..revefiiient in the Idiidward edge of the 'widened, nouri shed  

i 
.1 .

1 
i 	. 

. •• 	- - 

• • ••• . 	• 
uplandsite or sites; 	 • , 

_-  
• Dune Building and Restoration -Building  a reservoir of said and restoring dune habitatIvith • 

native plant species. - 	 „ 
. 	 _  

 ' .  
 

- Protection of the beach, dimes, structures, and infrastructure will re quire nourislunent.of the 
- • beach and restoration of historic dunes and/or improvement of existin g  climes. Beach 
-  nourishment and sculpting will restore the width of-the  beach and provide a.proctive barrier for 
• structures and properties, as well as inward stretches of the beach. The habitat restoralion, 
• incorporating 'native vegetation, will reduce erosion to tip-' dune and beach face. When 

... 	completed,  thesi improvements will repair existing damage and reduce future inundation- and : ' - ... 
erosion-related damage from .stonn surges, wave run-up, and overtopping, as described belovi.. • • 

••••.‘ 	1.2-i Sand-Noutishment. and Beach Replcniihrrient placing beach materiaPto replenish-Broad • • - • 	- • 
Beach:With "dry" sanclbetween the dune system and.shoriline;, ; 	 , . . 	. 

• • 	 • 

-beach, Imported beach quality material 'would be placed over tile  .existing rev.ennent to create,'... ,.--.  
-. : a rcsp3red dune ;  	' • • 	• 

• : 	- 	
. 	... 	• 

. • , •••.___• 	_ 
.... 

 

Offshore Beach Mate) 	ial Dredging and Transport L-. Sbnici n  'g.1;leach compatible material at' an. ,_ ., -- . • ' -. .. - 

	

: offsliore-site-or sites;  " 	- 	
• ..• , 

. 	. -... 	• 	- 
. 	. .: 

'Upland ' 

.". . 
 

• 

Beach Material Dredging and-Transport - Sllyin g  beach coinpatible . rnMerial at an .. 

. 	. 	- 
• . • damage and/or' destruction of these improvements, a beach restoration ptogram Vat be 
, 	implemented. 	 - 	 . 

. 	. 	 . . 	 . 
• Beaches essentially act, as coastal storm harriers. A beach's size, shape and- sand, volnme .help 
determine-how well the beach can protect a developed area durin g  a. storm. All the various 
elements of a beach, including  .vegetated dunes, the flat portion  of the dry and b each and 
•offshorc sand bars, offer a level of-natural protection a gainst coastal storms by absorbing and 
dissipating the energy of breaking  waves, either icawand on an' offshore bar or. directly on he 

• - beach itself To restore the- energy-dissipation 'components to the beach ;  additional protective 
-Measures will be implemented: 71e profile and- gedmetry of the contemplated beach restoration 

•• Project (-Project") have been designed solely for the protection, of private improvementiwithin• • 
the proposed District (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011). , 

..- 	. 	. 	:. 	 • _ ...• 	. 	s  
VI. DESCRIPTION OF iiipE IMPROVE11",MITS TO,BEIEsipLEKENWPBY THE . . 	..... ' ' - . 

• • . - 	- 	• 	. 
, 	• 

A. Beach NOurishrneitt 
. 	. 	• • 

The GOAD-maintained improveme nts are described in the .G-1--1,9,D Plan of Controil In general, . 	, • -- 
-these iliproventents include the following: 	- 	 • 	• 

.. • 	 • 

• 

- 	 ' • 
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• 

.- a sand budget deficit because it is irproeess of adding sand front-outside the eroding syStenn • -- 
• BeicJi nourishment is.the only shore proteetion alternative that &meetly addresses the problem of- 

Further, the placement of a higher and wider beach herrn, formed by the appropriate placeitient 
- of imported beach sand (or nourishment) would reduce wave energy, which would rectuce-llte 

• -waves' impact anderosive force. A nourished beach, with sufficient sand volumes and healthy 
' dunes, absorbs storm energy, even during slow-Moving storms, and helps prevent damage to 
•structures and infrasnuctare. The gradual slope of a •nOurished beach. causer storm waves to 
btea.k:fartherseaward, as the waves would then form in shallower water. As water rushes up the 
beach, energy.dissipates: Water Fannin' g back-down the beadr rediStnlmites:sedirnent,- which -is. 	- : 
deposited in-deeper water and moved-along the shore. The deposition of sediments in deeper 

• water often creates an offshore sand .bar that cattse:nthe waves to. bre* faither offshore,  Anther ' • 
.'weakening the incoming wave energy.. andiprotectirig tho dunes and-property behind the.beach.. 

gradual gind successive weakening of wave nriergy. can significantly reduce damage from . 
.waves, Snundatiorn and-erosion, The nourished beach 'berm and dimes Also 	an"sand 
=a-eservoie that remains landward during normal conditions and provide:5 sand bring major:storm • •• ..„ • 

- . events, whidh•allows beaches t6 reciavern rebuikl, and continun•to-providennutectIon (Moffatt,& 
- 	2011). - 

.- 

 

	

- . .- • 	 . 
.. 	 • 

'flue 
 

-Tile Trojeet will include  aPpronthately- 600,000 cubic yards ofsand nocirishinent, whieh will' 	•:•.: . .. 
, provide apprunimaiely -80 to-.I00- feet.of':dry. sand beach seaward' of the seaward toeraf the.. 

restored dune.syitem: bike :Most beach nourishmeni projds, - the beach wilt: gradually lose sa_ndn- 	_ ., .. • 
studresT.,Indinte, that Broad D ewy in .:currently 494ng  sand at • a Irnie-, of Approximately 	' :: • . n - :- • • • 

' 	50130 cubic, yards per year Thus, while- the sand will deplete at different rates depeadiht .  on  '• . ,-. , ".: 	. 
 

weather, tides, Atiti -many.other factors, a 600,00.:cubic• yard-Initjel-nOtirishraent should iait for ,' . --'•-• : ,., •: .- 
--': -.....:.: '-.._ • • the 1 07yearinteivai prior tin:the Unxnre...rionriskirrieritvent (1445ait i..?n Nichol, 2011).: . - - — - - . -- ' •. '. _ ' -- ' ... • - . 	. 

, 	 . 

- 	construction _(Moffitt & Nichol, 2011). 

• 'Three viable .sources of beachnquality-sandli,aie been identified, ineliiding offshore if Marina 	•.• . 

• -
-- 

two sources can provide the ideal sand'. gralit size :for a relatively stable beach noutisinneni  
project. The 'third source- offshore alma contains finer sand. better .suited for the duhe 

del -Rey, the 'ne.  ir-sho'in zone a Nolan= -Had:loin and offshore...of ,Zuma Beach. The first 

; 	' - • 
. 

• _ 	-B. Monitoring via-SanclItaelrpassing 	- - 	I - • 
	 t 

.•A proactive beaeh .monitoring plan 4 critical to the sunless of the =Fish:meat Project. An• 
_ 'important element of the Projeet is the implementation of a sand backpassirig program. Since the  

beach is not anticipated to eiode at the same rate along its length, periodic re.distribntion of the' _  
sand to "even-out" the • resource to preserve a balance of shOre protection 'benefits will be 
implemented (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011). 	 - 	i- 

.7:.  
- The GRAD shall be responsible for . the monitoring of the restored beach and dunes. The -.  
- . GEIAD's monitoring responsibilities include prevention, abatement, and control of erosion 

.. ... :hazards-as welt as vegetation control within the Project area. 	- 	. 	• ' -. - 	- 

8538.000.000 
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The GEAD's general preservation respondibilities will inclialc: 

• Inspectiar of revetment structures 	' 
• :inspection and maintenance of restored dunes 
• Monitoring of accumulated erosion and.beach recession - 

- 	- 
Specifies mgardirig  the beach monitoring are as follows (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011): 

• 
• Monthly measur  ement ofthe dry sand beaci•width (from the back of beach to the edge of the 

	

- dry  sand "towel area") at five locations:. 	• 

o East mid =307568road Beach Road • - 	. ' • 
- o Baskentral reach —30916 Bro ad aeachRoic 	. • 

o Central reach 31 /08 Broad Bear:II•Road 
• o West-ceixtral mach — 3-1374 BroadbeachRq4d 	• • 	• 

o Wait end 31506/315041/16toria Point :Aoad -* 
• 

• Serni-annital.(spring and fail) beach profile surveYs,,,measureAlfiorn. the back of the. dune 
. seaward to a-waterdepth of approximately 40 feet.- 

   •- 	..• 	• . •• 

1* -`Estimation of the'rate imii trend of buach . width change at each ofthe measurement points for 
.ene'year Rriorto constincticin. and continually  after construction fOTIO'Years'., ' 

.BaCkpassirig:shouid, be implemented wheir  
•  	

ani. one Kearsh of the beach -becOmes  narrower than 
•requied,fat.shot4 protection and *ass; 

 
ieaclies o.f the he...ach aie'C'encur*ly 

	

wideningittdfor.holding•sufficiently irealervolumeof sand tfain Ord narrOwriaa: ' ' • -• : 	• . 	• . •  • 

 

• tri .erne, Seinfirip, the western, end-.of the beich has: narrowed- bat the. 'eastern- et;i1 contains. : 
• t.d'Hcient sandweintne. Anfolijective trigger to - Ouptifit this situation is degaribed'as follbWic the 7 
• point in time when the ..'i?etaged "cirjr 'sand-, beach width: at 31324 Broad Beach 'Road and ' 

' - 31506/31504:Vietoria Rohn Road,("Westem averag•)-reaches 50 feet or less for six donspeutive • 
months. Slmidtanconsly, the averaged Width elite eastern illy sand beach at 30756 Broad Beach 
toad and 30916 Broad Beach Rpad ("eastern averagel•is a minimum 025 feet voider Writhe ' 

western end. 
. 	 • - 

• • • in another-scenarlo,- the 'eastena end of the beach has -narrowed Ind the western end contains - 
sufficient -sand volume. The objective trigger for this situatihn •  is determined when the eastern 

• average dry bench width is 50 feet or less for six consecutive months, while the western average 
dry  sand beach width is a minimum of 25 feet Wider than the Pastern end. 

Since the net direction- of sand movement (littoral drift) is to the east, It is anticipated that the 
predominant backpassing operation will be from the east (surplus) toward the west (defiCit). 
Backpassing sand the other direction from west to east may result in more rapid loss. of Sand' 
<from Broad Beach toward the east if conditions of eastward sand transport .predominate over • 
time. • . • . 

8538.000.000 
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• 	' 
- Sind backpassing will be implemented using mechanical equipment. (scrapers anci•ozers) to - 

. transport sand from the wide reach of beach (surplus area) to widen. the narrow' ieaclt (deficit - 
- area) of beach by between 25 and 5E1 feet (depending on available volume). Surplus'sand to he 

irackpassed shall be scraped from the wetted portion of the, beach seaward of the apparent mean • 
high Aide line (wetted_ bound). it is anticipa ted that the maximum, annual sand backpassing 
valthne will be between 25,000 and 50,000 cubic yards of sand over a duration.of2 to•4 'weeks. . 

• 
Backpassing •ietween March 1 and •Sune 15 of each -year may need to consider possible 

• .constraints posed by spawning grunion and he done sensitively according to. guidelines for - . 
avoiding grunion. Such guidelines may include traversing the• beach below and. seaward of the. • ' 

. dry sand beach area with eartbmoying equipment and can be More fully .developed at•a later date. 

. 	• The-overall sand-backpassing• prognynis.subject.to  approyal by. the applidable resource agencies 

. • as •part of the'Project #.4.ititle.rnent process now underway. Once ,approyed as.partof thesiverall. 
Project the barkpassing activities shall siccur, in accordance with'the ohjective•triggers contained 

• • herein 'unless the bickpassing activities are --deemed infeasible (fiscally or_ technically) by the 
Beard following The Boards consideration of a written report froin the GRAD Engineer.. • - • . 

• • 	- 

. 	• . . 
. 	 . 	 : 	 • , 	... 	. 	- 	 . 

, ...., It is intended thit-  the- Initial .beachaourtihmec milkiest 10 years befare re-naurishment will -.. 
' •need fa-be-undertaken: Objeative.briggers• are in place as -aiquantitative 'basis:to determine when. , ,• 

. : re-nourisimient shouldnceur.-The..fallawing-is a description of the Procedures. regarding •initial,. ; - ' • 

and spibiemieilt re-naniahmenr, •,: 	-. ' 	. : 
• . 	.. 	.. 	• -...: .. 	.. 	'.'...• - ' .. 	--' - 	' 	• 	'- • 	' ' ' 

- 	• • • • , 

	

. 	_ 	. • 	, 	-. . . 
• Following the. issuance of the 021. and' thew ridt.m are freciuently thari -at the lb.:and 20-year - .. . - 
• periods. folloVing•the.issuance ottlii CDP, dredging of,fin;e-grained 'sand.from offshore-- • • ,..• 

Bioad•ZOach Will nom. Trinspori of sand•will be nrovided 'via .slurry:pipeline onshore for' • 
• . • ' plaCement within the boundaries ofthe restored dune'area g  buryingthe existing. revetment. 	. - • •• . - 	..-• - - .. 	• 	. 	- 

. 
■ Following the issuance of the CDP. and then not morefrequently than at the end of the 10, .• '. 

• - • and .20-year periods follovving the issuance: of the .CDP,, placement of coarse•grained sand . 	. 
tbizined from an offsite, offshore borrow site would occui from the toe of the dune area-to . •  
the seaward extent of the beach nourishment area 

•- Following the issuance of the CDP and:then not more frequently ihrin.at the end of.the 10-
and .20-yea periods fallowing the issuance of the CDP, dredging of •ench-quality larger ' 
grained sand from affiliate of Dockweile• Beach, outside Ventura Harbor, or such- other 
borrow site would occur as approved by applicable agencies and transported via marine 

	

vessel to Broad Beach. 	- 	 . 	. 

-.Following the issuance •  of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the end of the 10-
and 20-year periods following the issuance of the CDP, transfer of the beach-quality -sand . 
would occur thinugh a slurry pipeline onshore:'- 
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' • •••" Following. the :issuance of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the and of the 10- • 
' and 20-yeai periOds following the issuance of the riDP, use of moveable slurry pipelines ' • 
• Would occur to allow-ft placement of dredged sand along various segments alike beach, 	' • 

-. 	• .. 	-.• 
• Not more -frequently thin,at the end. of the 10- and 20-year periods following the issuance of • 

- 	the Ci)P; heavy equipment (e.g, scrapers; dozers) would be used to distribute sand to desired 
locations and depth withiii the Project area: 

'VIC, • ASSESSMENT METHOD AND BENEKr- 
..: 

. • A. SpecialBenefit and PeoportionalitY - - - ' - 	 . : - - • 
• • ' - 	 . 

• __ , 	The improvements. described in this document will -copfer,.the. following special benefits to-the - r• 	. 
. '. •,. _. assessed parcels: 	•• 	. • 	. 	.• • . 	.... 	. .. 	-. • • 	. 	• 	 • .. • 	- 	. • 

L: .. 	- • 	- 	 i .. 	. 	. .. 	. 	. 
• • 	. . I. Protectionfiom erosion due to wave action. ' •:- :. - 	- • 	• • • 	- • • , 	 . •.•  

• 

• . 2. Protection from _Reading associated with storms 	. . 	 • 	• . .' 
..5.• Protection from sea-level rise 	. ' 	' 	.. . . . 	•  . 	. . 	• „ 	. 	 . . 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	. 	• 	... 	. 	• 	. 	• 	. 	- 
The &IAD ithprovements. described in SeetiOn VI arc distributed within the GBA:D boundaiies:. - •-  

. 	• 	. 	• 
-• .- •• -Imptementation and protection of these improvements provide, a special-benefit to sit real 	•. 

'• • • -- - 'f. •'. ...property..assessed: within.'-the Woad Bella/ ei-fAtk. As -a -means.-of-inoteCtion- fi -om erobiOn,... ..:.••"•: : 	-• 
- ' - .• - -` ..-flooding • front sea- te.vel.iise _and storms, ' tsunamis,. and wave • action,. the ...proposed bee*. ., -: -• ....' 

. : •-• 	- .:'•improvernents will :provide pRitection to private property imprevemints.- within the GIA1);:. -- -, -. 	i • • - . 	
. 

-:'" •-::, ; : .' friehgling-hoiries and the Iviatibir.VirestDetch Club, and•therefore,..vig .providoa:speCial-beifefit   
to prop*y•oWneis within_the OHAD: These iinprovcnrcnts 	special benefits conferred on..:41 1 ' - • -. • ' • -...- 	: 

- .. • , :... ', 1. the 'assessek parcels:in the-GETAD --they 'affect;the assessedproperty in a 'w.ay that is particular  
. _ • 	- 

 
and distinct:from their effect on other, parcels and that  reel property in•generay and the public at .. .- . • 	. 

- ` -large, do not benefit.or share: 	'.. 	• 	• ' 	•• , 	.: • 	' . 	• . 	 l' 
 . 

	

	 . 	 . 	!. 
.Property:owners derive special. benefit hasid in direct proportion to their" respective .bdieli• • ' ..-  

• 	frontage..Algtougla ,Volumes aknd.placement may differ from time to time on each parcel,. the . ,' - ,..: 
•dynamio nature of _beach' cinsion.,- •obsequent. sand transport, and the anticipated backpassing 	- - 	I: 	:. 
maintenance renders the environment within the 61-1AD district boundaries as a semi-closed, 	•.• 	k 

' discrete system in which special, benefit is rierived boied ou_proportional beach- frontage_  

	

., 	• 
•- Therefure, owners with greater beach frontage derive greater special benefit than owners with 

lesser beach beach.t routage. Moffat & Nichol finds that the proposed improvements and activ -ittes,  
equalize the special benefit derived by properties within the GHADIasted on prorata.lengtb of 	 ,. 
bcachfrontper assessed parcel. 	 . 	. 	. f • 

l• 
v , 

The special benefit is proportional to the length of beach.fiontage, regardless of the presence of 	 i; 	. 
• pre-existing protective structures, - such as revetments - or seawalls. As described -by - 

..'. -: . . •representatives of' Moffatt & Nichol (the Engineer of Record for the proposed improvements), 	 - 
the proposed proposed beach nourishment Project will directly benefit the performance and longevity of an' . 

[ . 	.  existing seawall ha two important ways. First, the beach nourishment is adding soil to the 

	

L... 	. 
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at• 

• seesva.rd-  side of an existing seawall; thereby acting to betterbalanCe the soil pressures that act:, 
upon the landward sale of the wall. Second, adding sandlo a beach fronting a seawall that has• . 
been denuded-of-Sand wilt inove)he wave-breaking impact area seaward and away from directly - 
impinging'on the .seervall.-The, wider -beach will allow wave energy to dissipate more gradually 	• 
on the sloping sand beach, thereby reducingenviommental loading on the seawall structure. - 	. 

• 
Them is no:special benefit for properties outside of the district. Like most aisessthents, special 

. • benefits -conferred 'by the improvement have the effect of creating: general 'benefits . (i.e., an . 
improved beach area that tire public may use): This•effeet.does not transform the special benefits 
into genera! benefits. The general 'benefits are tneldotal to the improvements ,and are not - 

. 	included in the assessment determination. The frhprovements are not being implemented for the 
' b'enellt ofthe generahpublic. The Subject parcels will be assessed only forthe reasonable Posts of, . 

••• :•rkie•Ptoiortional specific  benefits conferred on that parcel: - 
. 	• • 	. 

' • Nevertheless, it isrecognizzci that the geneialpubliq may benefit -from the improvements- Such 
potential -benefits • include- the „replacement. of; beach area, That his' eroded over yeers:The§e - • • 	• . 
intprOvernenta may cause the beach -arewuse by members of the public. These' general benefits 
are 'incidental s-to the'speeinl benefits conferred -Onfp the assessed parcels a .bypradeet of-the. 

' ."interided benefit. Even though these general,benetis-may occur, the assessed :parcels are only • 
• • • 	being- assess'ed the.-  reasonable posts of he imprOveraents Creating:the specific benefit that'are - 

• providecrdirectly to the assessectp4re1s. Fiirtherniere, the'proposed impmVernents.are not 
- • 	-pmnridec00,2bcOnntfodate any publiebtnefit. . 	- 	• 	- ' 	." 	• 

	

 .• 	.„ 
- )j. - 'AsSessrnetitTuettled: 	• 	• • . ' 	" . 	" 	

- • . 
- 

• ... • 	. 	. 	- 	. 	 • 
• - 	- Lots will be assessed -based on the Width of their respective beach frontage ; the -assessment wilt • . 

- 	baSedon.a.'•Unit rate;thues the liktear footageaf•lieeett fiontage.4 ; 	• 	*. 	• 	. 	• 
. 	• - 	 ' ' 	• . • 	.,. 
• z 	- viii. ASSESSIYTENTLBUT 

	- • ' 
• . 	- 

	

. • 	A. financial ,analysis was ,perfornied to .provif16, a.-framework for an oivating findget for-the 
- en-going abatement, mitigation, _prevention and control. of geologic hazards within the GFAD. 

-:,boundaiie,s. in preparation the budget, several factors were considered including: • • 	- • . • 	. • 
• 

• '• 	• .P'reposedImprovernents 	 • 
• • -Elements Requiring-Preseivatice - • - 

• • 	 • • • 
Based on the estitneted expenses for on-going operations and the allawance for cue 'future beach 

-1-e,noutishment event (10 years atter the initial re-nourishment), a budget was prepared for the 
• purpose otestimatintinitial assessment levels (Eshibit C); 

. • 	 . 
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• 

. • The Engineer rqcrmunends an average =Mai- essessn3ent limit of ..$40C1 per foot of beach • 
...frontage-for eaah residential lot (Fiscal Year 2012 dollars). Tice Assessment Diagram .  is shown 

-• in Exhibit E .The •propo.;ed. hftia1 aisessmcnt- level wilt be -  adjusted -annually to inflect the 
• • • -percentage change in the Los Angeles metropolitan. area Consumers Price Index (CPI) for All 

• 1.litan Consumers. The. assessment limit will be adjUsted:-Minually using an initial date of 
' 	Apri1201.1 for: tbe CPI Each' subsequent annual adjustment will be Calculated using the 

12-month period from April to April. The assessment shall be. levied by the GRAD following 
formation of the GRAD and the authorizati&i oftheassessnient. 

• . • 

7. 	, 	••. 

. 	 - ' - • . 

. . 	 ' 

	

. 	
. 	 .• 

. 	 . 	
. • 

1. 	• 

• : 
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LEGAL OESCHIFTION 

IN THE COUNTY OF Los ANGELEs, sTATEoF cAUFORNIA. BEING THAT PORTION Of THE RANcHO 
• IDPANGAINALIBU 5Eaurr, AS CONFIRMED TO MA:mT ESN KELLER BY PATENT, RECORDED IN BOOK t 
PAGE 407 ET SEQ. OF PATENTS. IN THE oFFICE OFTHE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID•CoUNre. MORE . 
PARTICISLARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLCIN• 

. 	 • 
- • BEGINNING AT THE INTERSEC11ON OF THE NORTHERLY.PROLONGATION OF-TI-1E EASTERLY--TRACT 	• 

LINE OF TRACT NO. 12394, RECORDED IN BOOK 232. PAGES 23 AND 24, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF 
SAID CO LINTY RECORDER wITHINE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THAT 50•FOOT8TRIF of LAND DEEDED TO 
SAID CDUNTY0f LoSANGELES. BY DEEDS RECORDED IN BOOK21735, PAGE 13$ AND IN9OOK21722, 

.PAGE ISO OF OFFICIAL RECORDS IN THE OFFICE OF SAIDBOUNTY RECORDER: 

THENCE WESTERLY ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE I?ARAU.EL WITH THE CENTERLINE OF BROAD 
. .• DEAa-I ROAD THE FOU.OWING 4 COURSES; 	 • • . • • 

t 	NORTH 551010" WEST 603112 FEET TO TI-id BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT W RH SAID LINE, 
CONCAVE SOUTHERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF -WILDS FEET;  

2. 

	

	•.WERLY 2.90.88 ,FEET ALoNs SAID CURVE THRoUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 03"25'00" TO THE 
BEGINNING OF A LINE TANGENT WITH SAID GURvE; • • 
NORTH.53'3510•WEST 530.42 FEET; 

4. 	NORTH 6r54'00 WEST 62129 FEET To THE INiERSECTIONOETHL NORTHERLY PliALONGATION - 
• - OF THE wEs'TERLY TRACT UNE OF SAID TRACT NO. 12314MT-1 -THE SOUTHERLY UNE OP'SAIO 

• • 60-F001 STRIP OF IANO4 	. 	 . 
. 	 • 	 . t 

THENCE AWN G. SAID SOUTHERLY LINE NORTH 841:700' WEST 107.00 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY
CORNER OF TRACT1/0. 12909, RECORDED IN BOOK 263, PAGES SUM 311. OF MAPS; IN THE OFFICE OF 
SAID COUNTY'REGORDE 	 . 	 . R 	. 	 . 	• 	 . 	• 

_ 	.. 
. 	• 	. 

• 
. THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINES OF SAID TRACT NO. 12309111E FOLLOWING E COURSES: . 	. 

• • 
. 	. . : 	1•, 	TCORTH 84-54'00: WEST 907.92 FEETTO.THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGF.NTWITH SAP LINE, ' 	. 

- . ; ., .: . 	- • 	• 	CONCAVE SOUTHERLY. AND HAVING .6IRADIUS CF 1E74.15 FEET; - 	. • 	. ' 
.:" • 	• 4. '.. 	'. WESTERI:Y ALONG DCURVE 1E10.27 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANG!zE op 05'4Totr .To THE , • 

•13E011,0\6ND OF A UNE TANGENT WM-i SAR)CURV 
. . 

• --:•_'  	. : ': • - ' • ' -- : ' ' NORTH 70'4f0f? W EsY 672.67FEET TO TPE BEGINNING Of e.CORVETANOENT WITH SAID UNE, 
:..- • . 	.. - • • - ' 	CONCAVE SOUTHINES1p,ILY,AND ITAVINGA  RADIUS OF2080.00 FEET; 	' 	- • 	 . 

' - ' • . • 	. : - " . 4_ . WESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE615.90 Rt:Er THROUGNA CENTRAL ANGLE CP 11 '50-47TO THE 
••.:, ' 	-..-; • ,:,‘ ".' 	SEGINNING OF A LINETANtENnWITH SAID CURVE; -  ' 	 ' 

 

• - „ : -. : : • . ,. - - : 5.-. : NORTH 02'3110 WEST.615.67FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY CQFINiR OF TRACT Na 31985. . 
• - - 	• • ',RECORDED INGGION,1031, PAGES 78 AND 7cif-MApS, IN THE OFFICE OFSAID COUNTY ' ..  . 

. 	 . 	 . 	. 
• . 	• 	 ..   

 THENCE ALONG THE NORTHER.L  Y LINES Of SAID TRACT NO. 81586 NORTH B2.9110•VVEST 118,114 FEET . 
TO THE NORTHWESTERLY coRNER oF SAID TRACT NO. 31980; . 	-  

• , . 	. 

THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE NORTH 82•31'30' WEST 105.00 FEET TOTHE NORTHEASTERLY
CORNER oFTRAcT NO. 22o03. RECO ROEIS IR 6001( 9381. PAGES 23 AND 23 . oF MAPS, IN THE °FREE 

'. oR SAID COUNTY RECORDER 

THENCE ALoNGTHE NORTHERLY LINES OF EAJD TRACT NCI. 32000 1406911 prance" wen' 300.02 FEET 
TOTHE NORTHEASTERLY GORNER.oF TRACT No, 25968, RECORDED IN BOOK 695, RAGES .a 

- THROUGH 31. OFMAPS. I NTHE OFFICE OF SAID coukrri_ RECORDEft 

THENCE ALONG -ERE EAsTERLV'LlhIE OF SAJOIRACT NO. 25165 SOUTH 07-28'30' WEST65.00 FEET To 
'THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF LOT 16 Op sAiD TRACTNo.2516t 

THENCE ALONGTHE NORTHERLY LINES OF SAID LOT 16 THE FOLLOWING 2 DouRSEs: 

1. NORTH 84*53131' WEST 13125 FIWT; 
2. SOUTH 76"1.25cr WEST 31.00 FEET TO THE EASTERLY END OF THE CENTERUNE OF VICTORIA 

POINT ROAD {A PRIVATE ROMPER SAID TRACT P40.25196; 

THENCE ALONG SAID VICTORIA POINTROAD CENTERLINE THE FOLLOWING 5 COURSES: ",* • 

	

1. 	NORTH 1r2S00 WEST 1100 FEET 
2_ ' SOUTH 7234'00 WEST 105.92 FEETTOTHE BEGINNING OFACJRETANGENT WITH SAID LINE, 

CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 1000.00 FEET; 	 .• 
3. SOUTHWESTERLYALONG SAID CURVE134.68 FEET THROUGHA CENTRAL ANGLE OF or43.00' 

TO THE BEGINNING OF ALINE TANGENT WITH SAID CURVE; 
4. SOUTH 64'51170' WEST 68.42 Milo THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT WITH SAID LINE. • • 

CONCAVE NORTHWESTERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF loam FEET; 	• 

• 



SOIDT•wESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 51_65f EETTHROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 29•35'30* 
TO THE MOST NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF LOT 7 OF sAto TRACT NO. 2516Ct 	 • 

THENCE ALONG THEwEsTERLYLI NES OF SAID LOT 7TH E FOLLOWING 3 COURSES:. 
• 

1.  SOUTH 04'2037 WEST 110.00 FEET; • 
2.  SOUM56•205? WEST 59.24 FEET; 	 • 	 - 

MUD-FM*4652 .  EAST 15.00 PEET TO.  THE Moir w EsTERLY CoRNER OF LOT 5 OF SAID TRAcT 
- NO;  25156; 	. • 

THENCE ALONG THSsoUTI-NV STERLY LINES OF SAID LOT 6 THE FALLOWING 3,COURSE3: 

• t 	SOUTH 2204552,  EAST 1200 FEET; 
2. NORTH 57'13I3Er EAST 16.36 FEET; 
3. soUTH40•21710' EAST TGTHE MEAN HIGH TIDE LINE OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN 

• - 
THENCE NORTHERLY, NO RDIEASTERLY, AND EASTERLY ALONG THE MEAN NIGH -TIDE LINE'QF THE 
PACIFIC OCEAN AND ALONG THE SOUTH ERLy LINEs of THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING . 

- TRAM AND DEED& •" . 

I 	
• 

• 
• 

2. • 	1.5'ertrp--r • 
4; • LK-AT4 	 • 

RECORDED APRIL 20, 2000 IN THE 00FicEOF sAlo 
. • 	RID YZ.j..k:g. - 

6: • r4!0 	..::::141#1.t1 RECORDED mARoill it, 2004 IN THE oFFICE OF SAID COUNTY • 
RECORDER 	 - 

7. . • GAM TRACT NO,12314; 	 • 
GRANT DEED 20072854217 RECORDE D DECEMBER 28, 2007: IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY. 

- RECORDER 
9. 	GRANT DEED 95-1557431 RECORDED .SEPTEfelBER .23, 1996 IN THE OFFICE OP SAID COUNTY 

--RECORDER; 
70. .GRANT DEED 3411.RECORDEDAPRIL Di. 1367 rN THE oFFi E OF SAID coil NTY REDO MEM ' 
fl. • GRANT DEED-410802711549RECORDED FORUARytk2,24061N THE eFFICE OF SAT) COUNTY 

• • 	• RECORDER - 	• 	 • 
- 	GRANTDEED 3527 RECORDED DE:CEM8 ER 20,1553d  IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY . • - 

131 ' GRANT ISEED lag.1:15369i RECORDED MAY 17, 21= IN THE oFFICE4FSAID•COUNly RECORbER; • 
• .14.. :GRANT DEM20681014875 RECOlkaISD,MAYO, 2006 IN THEOFFICE OF SAID COUNTY • 

• - 	 RECORDER -- 	 • . 
15- GRANT D W1 '21)391411424 REcoRnED ,sEPTEM8ER16: 4pos'INTHEtyFicE OF SAID cOuNTY: 

.REGORDER - 	• 	 • . . . 	• 
16. • GRANT DEED i9-23$0992 RECORDED. DECEMBER 29, 19891N 	OFFICE OFSAID COUNTY 	• 

- 	• 	•RECORDERT0 THE EAsTERLY LINE OF THE LAND vEscRISED 	Gruga DEEDS9-2393592; 
• - 

THENCE ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE oFTHE LAND DEscRIBEMN SAID GRANT DEED 59-2280992 . 
NORTH 381710" EAST TO A. NON TANGENTCURVE CONrcAvE'ivoRTH EASTERLY, AND HAVING A FLA13{US 

• • DP 10,050.00 FEET, SADO U RvE.Also saNG -mg SO UTHERLY LINE OF THE 100 FOOT WIDE STRIP OF 
• LAND('ACIFICCOASTHIGITWAY)COIWEYE DTa7HEETATEO CALIFORNIADYTHEDEEDREaCORDED 

IN BOOK 2P716 PAGE 385 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS; - 	 • 

THENCE WESTERLY ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 100 Fool' WI DE  STMP OF LAND THE 
FOLLOW NELZCOURSi& 	 • 

1. NOM-WESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 20829 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL MOLE OF 01°1t15  
2. NORTH 4r3915•WEGT 228.n.  FM-TOM-1E INTERSECTION OF THE NORTHERLY 

• PROLONGATION oF THE EAsTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DE,s CRIB ED IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411 
" 	WITH THE -SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 108 FOOTWIDE sTRIp ofLAND; 	 •• - ' 

TH84CE ALONG END NORTHERLY PROLONGATION OF ISE EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED -
IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411 SOUTH 34•4950' EAST 10.87 FEET TO THENoRTH EASTERL? OORNER OF -

-THE LAND iDESCREED IN SAID GRANT DEED 5411; 

THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN'SAIO GRANT 055D 3411 NORTH 
48•3945 WEST TO THE NOR THINEMR.LY CORNER OF THE LAND .DE4GRIDEp IN SAID GRANT DEED 
3411; 

'DIME ALONG THE WESTERLY LINE OFTHE LAND DEECR1SED IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411 SOUTH 
341.48'30' WEST TOT FEET TOTFIE SAID SouTHERLY LINE of THE 60-fOar STRIP oF LAND PARALLEL -
WITH BROAD BEACH ROAD: 

THENCE ALONGTHE SAID SO DTT-IEPLY LINE OF THE 80-POOT SIRIPoF LAND PARALIELWITH11 -0 
CENTERLNE BROAD SEACH ROAD NORTH.55iDAIT WEST 121.95 FEETTO THE POINT OF 

. DEGINFONG. 
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AS SHOWN °NINE ATTACHUO EXHIBIT "D7 AND BY THIS REFERENCE MADE APART HERE-O. 

SUBJECT TO ALL covgNANTA. F4GH* FUGHTS•OF-WAY, AND EASEMENT OF RECORD, If ANY 
• 	. 

rffls REAL PRQPERTY DES6UPTION itPseEe.r PREPARED BY ME, OR DilDER DIRE-CPO/A IN 
CONFORMANCE WITH11-IE PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYOR'S ACT. 

• 

_FINAL ET.E.CrROMIC COPY 	3/15/1 1  
RatARD C. MAI-IER, PLC 75% 	 DATE 
THIS DOCUMENT IS PRE-WIN-45Y UkILES:5 SIGNED 	. 
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EXHIBIT C 	• 
Broad Beach Geologic HizardAhatement District - 

• Budget--January 18, 2012 

• ASSUMPTIONS 
. Beach Frontage Within ProjFt (LF) 
• Annual Assesiment per Foot Of Beach. Frontage (current 

.•' 

AnnuatAdjustment in Assessment (estiniated) 
Escalation in Annual Costs (esti3410) 
Investment Earnings (estimated) - • 
Frequency. of Sand Nourishment (years) 
Cost of Sand Nourishment (current S). 

' ESTBVIATED ANNUAL EXPENSES IN 2012  
.Ongoing consUltingand:mairitenaricd. ' 
Ad ministration, Accounting; & lusdriince 

1!.uzditting,Fce..s 
: ' Debt Service . • 	..• 

TOTAL. 

• • • 

6,217 
$). $400 

3.5% 
3.5% 

5% 
10 

$11,896000 

$1,311,594 
_ 	.$21,600 

.$147,172 
$100,000 • '•. - 	 ' 

$1,5811,336 

•` ,srituAittt ANNUAL EXPENSES 1N.2013 • • 

. 	Ongoing consulting and maintenance 	' .$114,245 3 

• AdMiniitraion, Accounting, &Insurance . . • $453,561 I.. 
..Sand Nourishment $14,725,583 
DebtSetvice .$4,56.0,587 

. 	TOTAL, S19,853,916 • 

is 
ST1MATED ANNUAL EXPENSES IN 264 

Ongoing consulting and maintenance $221,744 . 	• 	-. 
Administration Accounting, & Insurance . $55,436 
Debt -Service- .$2,460,5$7 1 

, TOTAL $1,737g66 

8588.000.00Q' 
January 18,2012 
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1.0 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Broad Beach is located in the northwest portion of the County -of Los Angeles within The . 

- 	City.of Malibu, California. The project area is comprised of - the shoreline area fronting 
approximately 114 residences and a• beach club spanning approximately from Lechuza 

• • point to Trances Creek. 

Development along Broad Beach began in the 1930s, consisting -  of small beach 
cottages. Given the limited -infrastructure available, septic systems and leach fields 
were typically Installed close to the sand 'dunes seaward of the residences. As 
constfpotion continued and the.site was further developed, most leath fieldi continued 

• lb remain_ 	' 

1.1.. Beach Erosion and Loss of Related.Shore Pi-otection. . 	. . 	. 	 - . - • Broad Beach has historically been a relatively wide.beach,-especially through the early 
• 1970s. Residential.  development Contirrued and most lotS were developed liy the late-. • - 
• 19.Bds when the beach was considerably-wider than it is today, Aerial.photographs.kom 

- :1972 (Phetd 1-1) provide a clear. illUsyation of a .verylarge• sand vathe on:the beach -. 
- Presently, Brbaci. Beach is ai very narrow ribbon of sand visible primarily at low tide, •but 
- • inundated-at high tide (Photo -1,-2). . • . 	 ... 

• , 	 . 	 • - . 	 , . 	. 

- i 

.' 	 • 

• 

. Photo 1-1. 1972 Aerial'Photo (California Coastal Records, 2009) 

Moffatt & Nichol 
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IS  

..• 	• . 	• 	• 
. 	.. 	. 	• PhOto1-2,:2009.Aeriall'hoto(California Coastai.RoccKils.,.2099) 	 - . 	. 	.. 	. 

' Several recentstudies of the coastal region encarnPaSiing -BrOad Bea-chi-lave identified - 	1  - • . 
• • a trencPpf continued erosion without any significant TecoVeryjn. beach Mdth ' since the -  

' 	'early 1970s. The heath is narrowing because of a negative sand.balancedue elther•to 
, . a- redirction. in sand supply entering , around Lechliza Point, di 'a-' change in: Abe  

. 

Ina9b1itticle and/or direction. of the wave' energli. that increases- the arytounr.of .sand.. . ; • . 
.• 1: ,.:: feaVing•the , iirdad'Bea6h. :Between 1974 and 20(19 	000;00o cubic yards '-, ' .'• '.-,- . 

:(cy.,) of :sansi.wai lost at broad Beach; a...majority of which -has.mtived' east to ZOrria.:; ' ' — ..• .-- ' - 
• ' Beach: Studies conclude that this trend of erosion appeari to have accelerateckin.the: :. •' - 	-.' 

!.: ..•-•-• last 	- Recent' El -Nino 461'6 seasons .' have exacerbated the shoreline. :-•.' • . 
'-: 	frecesslon•resuiting in Structural damage and furth,erfbeach.erosion. -• 

' 	

. 	.. 	. 
j • - . - The 1-997-1998-El Nifid storms caused -considerable Shoreline erosion and related.storra;: .  „-. 	. . 

.wave darhaga along the -California cbastline: Many Broad Beach homes were , 	• 
' - - threatened, causing many homeowners to construct temporary sand bag revetments to . . .. 	. 

protect residential structures and leach fields. One residence suffered significant . ' . 	. • . . 
.structural damage. ; During one particularly severe storm in early February 1998,- With  

and bags already in place, the active beach scarp:retreated More than 30 feet in the 	 . :I 

course cif two days. . 	- -  
. 

' 	 . 	4 
. 	 t• The 2007/2008 Winter season, though milder than the 1997-1998 winter; also resultedin • .- •-. - 

• significant retreat of the beach. Many of the homeowners reSPonded with construction 	 I' 

	

of more. substantial sand bag revetments, which were authorized through emergency .• 	 : 

Coastal Development Permits issued by the City .  oi. Malibu. Examples. of these 	: 	I 
-revetments are shown in Photo 1-3 and Photo 1-4. In addition to these struttuttes, there 	. 	 . 
are timber and concrete seawalls and rock revetments at various residences along the - 
west 	

. 	 • 
 end of Broad Beach. Waves and higher tides run up to the foot of historically wide 

• dunes along the east end of Broad Beach. The prognosis for the condition of Broad • 
Beach is very poor, given the erosional trends and lack of remaining beach: The visual 
quality of the beach has been seriously Impacted by the unsightly temporary sand 

• 

• 
• • • 

t 
• 

Moffatt & Nichol - 
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 and • - 

 

• . 	bagging nd emergency shore protection measures. in addition, opportunities. for . - • 
• - iateral.acc6ss along the beach for the public and residents alike are severely limited. 

. - - ... 	 -.....1.. 	4,  "9==.4P&-s5.:- Ara,-- 	 . 	- 
Viri 	- • 

- ..y•  ..k 
aT- ti .Z 

• 

• Photo 1 -3. Temporary Sandbag Revetment (May 2009) 
• • 	. 	. 
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V.1.0.•■••• 1•••■MINiINIMSWIN 

1.2 Homeowners Take.Action • 	 • 
• -The Trancas7ereperty Owner's' Association crpoN, repreSenting most of the property 

• 
: • .•. 

Owners along the Broad Besich shoreline, elected to take action in early 2009 to develop 	• 
-a long term solution to protect against shoreline erosion and reduce the threat to.priVate 
property: During preparation of the Initial planning studies for the restoration - of Broad 	• 

.Beach, a large El Nino winter Was forecast for the 2009120 .10 winter season. • In 
- • December of 2009 there was a significant narrowing of the beach due to storm. wave 

• 7 	 attack. resulting In. widespread failure of the existing temporary emergency sandbag 
. 	revetrients,. especially at the West end of the beach. Photo 1-5 illustrates. the eroded 

• shoreline condition .near the west end of Broad' Beabh, 'Photo 1-6. shows conditions, 
toWarti.lhe east.- It :became evident,that.these temporary structures would riot' provide 

• sufficient shore protection for the upcoming winter.. Acute and significant er9Slo.n.-was• 
• ' - 	proce.eding, resulting fri•signiffcant loss :of dune habitat - and threatening of reside -11bl •- 

Structures. UnderhinIng, and failure ' of several approved "On-Site Waste :Water -
.' 	• Treatment Systems* (OSTs) was also imminent without imtnedf6te-action.Combined 

'With the prediction -of raoderate.to.seVere EiNiflo.conditions for the upcoming winter; the..; 
•• need for immediate emergency action became. apparent As a result, the TP0A was 
• jorced to seek an - Emergericy Coastal. Development -P.er.mit to implement an interin -i• • - 

• -••• 
 

shore protection measure to 'halt the .crilical erosion until the longer ;  term project is in 
:place. 

• 

111.1100 	  

. 	 . 	 • 

Photo 1-5.. Severe. Erosion and Dune Damage at West Broad Beach (January 2010).  

Moffatt & Nichol 
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: 	 ,,.. -. 	• . 

•-;" 	 -.. ••• 	 - 

t 1. 

1 
1 
1 • . 	. , 	• 

"•:..,:-.::.,- • .' 	 ....1.1,nder. the emergency_ situation,. a tempo)** rock ..revekrie:nf :Was- %Considetedthe..' - 
,.. - -; 	• rninimuni action. necessary, and the least erivinonmentally. damaging aftehiativ.ei• the. . • : :• - , • 
--,:.*:•;:. 	.: 

 
temporary rock -revetment design was •developed fp ...tf#bilize. the- Sticrefine;*Onit, 	 :  
further erosion for the '20012010' El - Nirio. season; ', Other  . 	. 	- 	 ....  
alternatives consisting of geOte4lebags,‘Pliere providing . a .clear dernonitration.that44 ' -. • 

- 	. 	.- 
 

were inadequate to provide reliable shore protection•and -Were providing a -.false spite. ;  .- 
: '. ' • - ' -- 

 
of lecurity. In addition to their lack of hydrairlie stability, the fallecOso-bag (sandbag) • 
iysteth was,oroving to be a source .  of debris and litter an The beach. • .• • - • ' • • 

--;.. .. ."*.: • - Photd1-0..TernporairSandbag.ReV -ehnent Faillire arrd :Punetiamage.(clantiary.-20:10t . .. . 	. 	... 	..„   .. • . 	 . 	 . 	 ... 	.- 	. 
. 	. 	_. 	. 	. 	 . 	- . 	... • 

• - 	 . 	• 	
. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	,.. 	• , 

. 	 . 

- 	• 	- 	• 
the. temporary , rock .revetinent 	lgr, was -developed -to provide: the minimum . 	•-•.' 

	

••• , • 	, • necessary' protection White allowing for rapid construction: .Specific alerrients - of -the- 

	

- • • 	Aempoiary revetment include: • • • • 

' 	 Filter fabric to eliminate loss of dune material through voids in the stone matrix; 
• . 	 . 	 . 

Reduced armor size (112 to 21ton) stone to allow for fastez construction using - 

readily available, stockpiled stone; 

.. Reduced revetment. volume to _allow for fester construction and lateral beach 
• access; and 

• . • Shallower toe elevation for improved constructability. 

-The following photographs show the completed revetment that extends from Trances 
Creek fora bout 4,100 feet west terminating just past the western public access point-for • 

' Broad Beach. 

rMoffatt & Nichol 
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• . 
==1 .1at.FJEE 	 _mat xi.* muml 2406.61 

• 

• =5.  • 

• 

Photo 1-1-8. Emergency Revetment {February 2010) 
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• Photo 1-1-1 Emergency RevetMent (Februgry2010) 
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%. ' . : • : 2,0 PROJECT BACKGROUND.. -. , • 	 .f . 
. 	• 	 •• 

".•• - . ': ' '. i'l Regional Coastal.Setting 	. 	• 

	

. 	
• 

- • •. 	... 
. • 	 . . 	 - 	. - 	 . 

- - . • - .: .,-11.1e' '§outhem California coast is .a ' complex, • tectonically-aCtive region and is 
characterized as a collision coast wherein the Perak Ocean plate subducts err contact 

. 	.' 	. with the North American Plate. From a geologic timeperspecitve, the process manifests 
.. ' • . 	• -. • itself in the form. of narrow offshore shelves cut by subMaline canyons, uplifted by .'• 

- coastal mountains and coastal erosion. • 	 • 	. 	•. . . 	• . 
Broad Beach exemplifies a typical Southern CalifOMis stretch of coastline, Comprising a . 

: "-.. 	• • • 	• .: 
 

sandy beach backed by coastal bluffs. • Broid:BeiCh_is located at 	western; (upcoast) . : ... . • 
; .• ' . . ''' :. end of a 4 mile long hook-shaped beach between the Point Lechuza and Point•DUrne as -. • 1.: •• • 	• . . 	. 	• 
......_. •., 	, - 

 
shown in Figure 2-1. Wirth a total length. ofjust:over 1 mile,'Proad Beach Is bounded .  by .• . 	• • , 

f- 	.. ' -• Point Lechuza to the west and Trances Creek to- the east. .2irfria• 'Beach and -136int -- 
- -..... . - .... .•.: Dine State Beach make up the remainder of the hook-shaped .beach'.. This hook-. 	• .. ", . --,: •.. . ... . 	• 

..-.-.. . . 	,-. shaped 'beach is•referred to as the.Ziwna Littoral.Sdhcell'(ZLS)..throughout this report. ••• .- , .: 
• - 	. 	Broad Beach and. the ZLS lie within the Modern isrlailliu Littoral•da (MMLC) -stioitil in ' 

, • . : - . - ; '' Figure.  2-2.: The mwit..q is bounded by Port litreneme to the north and Marina:Cie! Rey -.  
to the south.  .._.•... 	.;•... • 	, . • 	• 	 . 	. . 	 - 	• 

'•'1;1-Itorat cells are defined as essentially self-contained beach compartments bounded by . 
.- • . • .... : .....neographrc. features- such as headlands or submarine•-ciriyons:lhat, firriit the •-movement - - 
.,.: .: .: - .. . of - sand between cells. Each compartment,consisle. of Sand .sources (such as rivers .,- ,  _ -..• 	... 
.. • 	•' .: - 'streams 	 V , and coastal bluff erosion sand sinks (such as .coastal dunes and sukimarine .. •• 	• 	, - ,. 	• 
• . , -.... - :. :canyons), and -beaches which. provide_ pathways for : Wave-driven sancfmovernent 'within .. , 

•-,6111-torecell. • - -- . - 	- 	• •.• 	. ,.... 	-. 	• 	. 	.   	. 	... • 	. • 
• , 

:: .' - ..'••1:- . • • 

 

The south-southwest 	MIVILC.-F:oaStline is directly exposed 	swell generated -.in.  , 
1..: :-- .:, 1' . • : :-•:• .-the southern. hemisphere.. These swells approach Malibu from the •southwest, .seUlh, -- . 

. •:.:: : _... - ; : : and southeast, but the great decay distances typically reiultinviaves of low heights'arid.- .  . • 	.- 
.,' •. :i .  --• . :.Jong .periods: Despite sheltering from' the thanner Islands 'tiler Broad each area-is 
. -. . 	• - . .,exposed to North Paciffe :swell through the Santa .Barbara Channel.' • Ilcirth Pacific . - ' 	

•• 

• .• .:.•'. • .. 	.- 
 

generated 	are the most energetic source: of waves in the yegion.and the-north7 -• , , 	- 	• . , 	•  
, 	. 	- • ...westerly approach angle results in a ,pre-dominantiongsbere 'sand transport direction ' • .. 

i 	-,-• ..: • . 	'. 	• • 
 

from the west to east in the Mti4LC:'' 	. ' 	- 	 • 	•. - 	• .. 	.• 	. 	• 	
- . •• 	• - 	• 

. 	. 	. • 	. 	• 
‘, 	• s 	-.: 

 

•: ;Due to the wave climate and pre-dominant .1Ongshcre sand fransport idirection, 'Broad -. 	. 	. 	•• 	. 	.  
.. • • ..,.... • • - Beach and the 'ZLS depend on sand delivered from -upcoast sources including fluvial 
'- .. • •1 	. discharges' froin coastal watersheds of the Santa Monica Mountains and erosion of _ 

coastal-bluffs. Mugu Submarine Canyon captures almost all of-the. long'shore sand 
. 	.,_ 	... 

 
supply and represents the upcoast limit of potential sand sources -for the 21S. ' • 

.• 

. 	" Moffatt & Nichol 
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- . 

. . • 	....-- 
.. . --- • -, : -The Ooe'stai -cornmLihity of. Broad Beach. is currently -  protected by a tenfootary. rock ., :. 	. .. 

: 	- 	- revetment fronting most proper-lies west .of the Malibu West Beach Club and - zest of  
• 31350 Broad Beach .Road. Shore protective devices west of thi -• address consist of -  

• . - - individual measures constructed for one Or --two lots. The measures include rook"  • : 
: 	 . . 	• ;• revetments, concrete vertical seawalls,. and timber seawalls; Several properties do not 

- • •.• . have anySho're prOtective -stiucture in place -and some are supported yTiles which are : - • .: 
, 	 • ' . 	..ctirrently exposed. 	 . 	 • . 

• , 

. 	-. 	- •.: 

 

.2.3 Public Acbass : 	- '. 	- , . 	 • 	..,.. . . • 	. 	. • " " 
f. 	. ..': .',.... 1 -•• .. RiblIc,access-td Broad Beach Is available via lateral access .frorn; &ars :Beach County;' • 	,'. ;... 

•• .• • 	' 	'• 	:.. 
 

Park and two veilical. access points .frorn Broad • Beach Road. Ample parking is  
• - • • ''' • '' '''• !..a4allable 'at Ziirria Beach but is somewhat limited at the vertical access Opts. . . 	- : • ,:-. • • ... . • 

	

. .. . . 	, .. 	. 	.. 	 .. .. 	-, 	 .• ... 	-. 	• 	• 	. 	. . 	.. 	. 	 -, 	• 	• - 	. 	 • 	'.. 	. _ 
 

Vertical access to Broad -.Beach is provided -  Fri two locations at 3:13.44 .̀pricl.31:200-  Broad . --  ..' -• - :-.. - . 
,.• 	..• .:%,•• :. 	: 

 
Beach .Road • via easements :, between private properties • A component or the • .. , ..-, • • •• ,- 

• . 	• 	.:_emergen 'Py.  revetment project was :the improvement. of vertical public _kcesi. paths . • ' : .. ,... 
7 :. " 1.  :::: • • -operated and . Maintairt' ati by tos Angeles °aunty Department of Beaches and 	'• : - .' 
- -- , 	-.....- : A concrete-N./Mil/ray- and •steps to the beach were: - constructed over the -  temporary .: ... - • • -. . 

-' • 	.: 	--• • 	. 
 

revetment to:maintain :vertical access at these locatians. These vertical 'public. access  
- .... - •• •-,-, :. •paths.will ' pe. inc4rponated into each propased, alternative. '  . 	. 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 

',. :..... •.,• - • The.erofted •shorefine -  along Broad:13e0ch -haS -significantly :limited the recreational beach  . 	_. 	. 
. ; .. •, .". :: ;I,. ,,area and lateral acries4. -  There is esserttiallynoidry,beach.available..alond : msist of the ..-•,:.--....•..... :': . 
-,-,' :: • h.: . '. -. -,:beadipai4*duiln:g -byeri-  moderate high:titles- of 2-4 leek. most of the beach is 'submerged .  .,.. --• : .....-- . . • 
: 	-- •• - . - --:-.--iNitiilkaVei:lireakin d irectly'•--'  onto flie te 	ora revetment.  

, 	. 	. 	. 	. 
., 	 .. 	. 

.... :,-...:-.: 	. 

 

In addition to eidp.  *id physical •limitations, la6ral.actess:a.log Broad .Bee ch is afieCted :.  
... 	..• 	• 	........1. ...- 

 
by a 7 cOmplicated.rnix of public landetticers.to Dedicate (OTIDs) . ,p0blic '  lateral access : ., : • : ••••• . 

.- • .. • .-.' - ' 'easetnents.andipriciate. property. . Land• seaward•ttie mean-  high tide line-  (MI-ITL) iS: -  . ,..- -..- • '-.•'- ' 

. • ..- .-. - -- 
 

- considered • public land. 'The existing easernqnts along Broad Beach vary from one. • .- ••• -- - • 
. -.," • • . property to the next according to the recorded grants and in some areas may influence - . 7  ' : .-.• 

- . 	 . . ... 	 , 	 . 

lateral ac:cess available to the public. Some recorded grants. provide for a 'designated ' - . • 
buffer . seaward from authorized development on , 6 Rrop6tty. end:the.portion -available   
for public epees's. The buffer typIcally. Varies from '5 feet to 50. feet wide along -Broad ' ..'. 

. •-- 	.. 	. -. - -Bach. ' ' . . 	 -  .., 	 - 	• . 	. 	 . ' 	 . 	- . 	, 	. 	• 	. 

Moffatt & Nichol 
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...., 

. 3,1 Water-Lei/61s• 	
. 

 . 	.- 	. • . 	. 	. 
, 	. Water levels.aie in a ddnstant state of fluctuation subject to short term changes due to  

`tides and storm surge an long term Aandes associated with, sea level-rise.- Water 
. -..., . 	• - - 31evels;and eleiations on - )and throughout this study are referenced . tolhe Mean Lower -. 

: '. ....Low Water: (IYILLW) datum. Mt;L:W, as shown in Table '3-i, is approximately 2:t3 febt • 
.• 	.. , .- - talOVV-enen-aea •IeVel averaged over the' most: 	tidal.epoch.:, •The following - -• 

• -::sections discuss the processes that influence•wate• levels Witiva-focus on those causing :• . 
• - :. • -..••••.eleitated:Water levels that-are Most .cifteri. reeporisible -for .coastal/related flooding•- -arid:.• -  • 

	

.. 	. 
: 'dainage:,- 	• 	 . 	 • 	 : • 	-' 	• - 	. 	. 	• • . 	• 	• 	• 	.  . 	. 

3.1.1 Mies. 
The:tides at Brbad 'Beach are claSsiffed•as• mixed sernidilimal- (tWo uneoual. highs'.and ; 
lows.pci day). Tide:-characteristics from•thetas. Angelei•ede gage nearest-the .project.-.- 

. site..•are:shoWn •in 	 These*.6re,based- on' the most receritlipa3.-20G1) tidal 
epoplr. • 	• • - 

• • 	• 	 • 	'• 

: - 	- Table.31:1..Water.Lay..at liftoadMeach,.13atedlent/A. Qater.f:farpor Tide Staberi-A 
• • 	 . 	 • 	. 	. 

.. 	.. 
Cx,, 

oiw.,:5-771--wi  
--=4.7j- 	1.1_ 

-. 
,...e,..Z.•• e*lit 	 2.„,., 	• ••-• • .4,-,.._,: .F.t. 	.,... -.F....E., 

...,-,,.3-4.- ' V1 A t.th-Z..- 

Extrerhe High (DbServect January 27, 1983) . . . - -..+7,8 feet • 

Mear•ligher High .V.VaterNHHV1f). 	 - +5.5 feet- • . 

.Mean High Water (MHO ".. 	• - -. 	• . +4,7 feet - 

-Mean dee 'Level tiViSt.), 16832001.Ei3octi . 	••• 	' • 	. .. +2,8 feet'. • ' 

Nationil.Geedello Vertical Datum -1929 (14PVD29) . . ..+2.5 feet, 

:Mean Low-Water(MM) .+O.9 feet : 

North Ameiican Vertical Datum -1988 (NAV088) - 	. • 4.02 feet 

Mean Loirert.:ew Water (IU111W) 	- - 0.0 feet 	. 

Extreme Low (Observed December17, 1933): 	• .-2.7 feet 

3.1.2 Storm.pffects• 
•• In Southern balitomia, the highest tides of-the year typically-occur in the winter months. 

Wave overtopping and wave-related coastal damage often occurs when an extremely 
• high • tide coincides with high storm waves. 	statistical analysis of extreme water 

Moffatt & Nichol 
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3.0 COASTAL PROCESSES 	 • 
This 7sealion describes general coastal processes that are-relevant to the selection and' - 

4.design -  of solutions:to the coastal erosion problems at •Eiroad -Seach. These Proceises - 
• include sand movement, tide levels, sea level rise; and 	clithate. This sedan also- 

.' • includes a discussion : of the historical shoreline changes at @road Beath which are 
important to-understand potential sand loss rates forbeech nourishment solutions_ 

• .. 	• 

. • • 

• ' 

. . 	 ". 
. 	 . 
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elevations was. developed. based on recorded annual- extreme high water eleVations 	 • 
• - • obtainer) froarthe National :Ocean Service for the outer -Los Angeles Harbor reference 

-. lide.station. Water elevation records were available 	1923-to '2002: Table 3-2 .• 
should file annual ektranne high waler elevation' versus recurrent* •InterVal. The .  
extreme still water levels combined with sea level rise .projectiOrts provide the basis .fof 
'estimating a design itater depthfor coastal engineering analyses'. 

' Table 3.a. Extreme Water vets versus Recurrence Infervei 
- 	• 

• .. 

'•• 	 to-iiaraiin SeaLéeJ Rise' 	• 

Sea .  level is rising.  as--the result of general .global- warming that melts:lce. caps and-
expands the water column -throt...igh'heating•and - possiblr due to dedadal effects such as 

lbe:-.5.i\ilnp Southern Oscillation and the Pacilic Deoadat Oscillation- - - • . " • ' • 

• . 	' • 	• 

 

At a given coastal site 	rate; of etistatic (global) sea level rise is of -less practical. 	••• 
- 	Iritperfarice•than The local rate of 'sea level rise relative to the land This'•relative:sea 	•." • 

„lave rise. is The net sum of the global tea level • rise and local tectonto.6Ohditions 	• • - 
• ." • - upli OnsubsIde:ce): .In the•Lot tialgeles (LA) eeee, Jong-term records.(84 -years) af the . 

- • "' NOAA LA Outer Harbor -tide station indicate a water level change of 027 -10.'09:feet per 
'century .(N0A4 2009),_ This is in comparison to the historic global eustatic average sea., 

•.• „level rise rate:of 0:6 ±02-feet per' century (lPtC 2007). This comparison indicates that. 
•''. the LA. apaa water Isvel•js nig -risino as fast 'as the global eintatip rise ;ate, suggesting .•• 

- 'that land uplift:has' Contributed -  to the reduced rate of relative sea fevet.rise in the LA 
area. Based on the-NOM tide Station, this equates to 0.33 -feet:per Century of uplift in 	 : -• • .the LA Harbor area. The California COattal Commission-cites uplift.at Point Mane (just
downodast- of Broad Beath) as 0.10 to 0.12 feet per century, indicating that the LA 
Harbor area uplift may be slightly 'more than that of the Broad Beach area. 

Moffatt & Nichol (M&N).has developed estimates of future relative sea leVef rise in the 
•Southern California area based on the work of others, specifically the IntergoVemmental 

• 'Panel on Climate Change (MCC), S. Rahmstort in'a follow-up study, and the recent 
- California 2008 Cliniate Change Scenarios Assessment (CA Climate Change. Center, 

• • -2009). (The Rahmstorf analysis addresses possible model limitations associated with 
IPCC predictions of.global sea level rise). For future relative sea level rise, assuming. • 

. 	• 

Moffatt 8, Nichol 
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that the LA Harbor area continues to have Jane uplift of 0.33 feet per century (0:04 
..inches.  per year), three plausible scenarios were identified: 	 • 

. 	• 
-" • Low rate of increase: eo: lever rise continues at the average of low sea lever rise 

., projections for different emissions scenarios given in the 2007 iPCO Report.. 
(IPCC'2007).. Relative to the Value in 2000, the sea level rises 2 inches. by 2050 
and 9 inchei by 2100. These projections .are fairly. consistent with the rri raSt 
recent Coastal Commission "90% probability" projections for the Santa Monica 
area (CCC 2001). • . • 

. 	. 	 • 
• Likely high rate of increase: Sea level rise according tti the mid range of 

-predictions from the recent California 2008 -Climate .Change Scenarios 
Aisessment.CA Climate Change. Center, .2009):• This Is similar to.the riiid-rang e ' 
ofi Rahmatorf s projections -and is aboVe the- higtieSt. vAitles -  given in the 2.007. 

• ' IPCC Report (IPCC '2007); 'Relatifs to the value in 	the sea revel rises 12 
' inches by.2050 arici.$7 inches- by 2109. These projections are 'fairly consistent • • 

with • :the most recent Coastal ComMission '10 0). probability" projections for the , . 
-. ' Santi Monica area (CCC 2001). • 	 ' - 

• 1-lioht-St• rate of -increase:  As t peolfie.d by the California 'State- Coastal - • 
• 'Conservaricy ICA - State Coastal -Conservancy 2009) and based ow the highest-

frOm the. recent California 2008 Climate Change Scenarios ' 
• AssesStnept .(CA Climate 'Change Center'2009)• Taking- into accoUnt'logal Uplift; . 

. the sea level ri,ses.f6.iniches ; pSft2,050 and 52 incheSkby 	 •• 

• Since this-project will require _regulatoryagetidy permits; It is-important.to Understand. • • 
the Sea:level rise re*ifreinenti of thejudsdiclidnalagencies, including. the State of 	. 

,.,... -•Calibrniand federal government.. Thiee ,gpidance documents' have Seer). preppred by 
. - 	the Stafe of California regarding the issue of sea levPl rise:' 	• • - • 	. „ 	. 	 • . - 	- 	 . 

1:•Caiifornia 'State _Coastal :Conservancy Wino, (2009):  This policy .  statement . ." . . • .• 

• ..Includes.the following direction: •• 	, • 	- 	• •  

• r "Print to the completion of the Natiorlal Ac,edernies of Science report on sea • 
• level rise, consistent with Exeputive.Order.813-.08,.theCpriservancy will 

..• 	 . consitter, the foliciwing sea [eV-el rise scenaricis'in assessing project 
. vulnerability and,. to the eirterg feasible, reducing expected risks and- ' 

 InCreasing.resiliency to sea 'le/arise: 	, 	. 

'o 16 inches-(40 crn) by 2050. • 

o 55 inCheS'(140 ern), by 100.' 

• • These numbers are the basis of what was used as the !highest rate of • 
. 	increase" prediction above. 

. 	. 
. • 2. Executive Order S-13-08.  The executive order directs the California -Resources - 

. Agency, to request- that the National Academy of ScienCes convene an 
independent panel to complete the first California Sea Level Rise Assessment - 

' 	report. This report is intended to be completed -no later than -December 1, 2010, 
amINP■■■•••■•nr~ma.. ...M.r iommenw■ lainimielNehlon ■.. 

. 	• 
Moffatt & Nichol 	• • 
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.. 	' • 	•Rise Assessment Report will advise hoWCalifamia should plan for Sea level rise. 
' .•Additionally, the' Executive Order slates that prior to the release Of the Atha! Sea- 

. . . Level Rise .  Assessment Report that all state agencies planning construalion, .• 
• ' projects in areas' vulnerable to future sea level rise shall, for - the purposes- of - 

planning, consider a range of sea level - rise scenarios for The years- 2050 and 
. . 2100 in order to assess project vuineralaility and, to .the extent feasible ., reduce .- 

'expected risks and increase resiliency tO sea level use. Sea level rise estimates ' 
• should be used in conjunction with appropriate local information regarding local . 

uplift and subsidence, coastal erosion rates, predicted higher high wafer levels, 
, • -.. 

 
• 'storm surge, and storm wave data,. , 	. 	 . 	-• 

.3: California Coastal Commission (200 -0.  The 'California Coastal ComniisSion .- 
• --- . -. ..Publisiied a paper filled 'Overview of Sea Level•Rige and Some -Implications for '... 
•".COastel -Californie on thine 1, 2001 (CQC 2001). •hevaperrecogriized that thd . 

-, - continued rise in sea, level will affect almost  4 Coastal Aysterns by-Increasing the. 
- inundation of low coastal areas-arid potential for storm damage, beach erosion, .. .. 

• and-bead) retreat. Regarding Implications, the report states that 	 - 
• 

. 	 . 	. 
• • , in California, it IS likely' that a ;  combiriatiorr of hard engineering, . soft . . 

' 1 •., : 	 •• • : 	-engineering,: 'accorriModation• r adaptatieri, and - retreat responses will be • • .  
. 	considered to address' sea jeyet rise. There are situations Where' -each -. • . • 

• :• 	' 	response may be appropriate and wall-suited In all coastal Project's, ft is - 
. . -. 	• important to recognize : and accept that there 'will' be changes in sea level - and, -, 	. •• . . 	. 	 . 

• • 
- , • 	 in other coastal processes over time .*. 	.. . : 	• 	- 	. 	. 	 .. , .. - •.,, 

,-..in -addition fo.the -three State of California giridelineS,:the US. Army.Corps of Engineers - : ' 	, . - ... • 
.;•,. „ „ • .:7 -..  , i.fiaS,--reteased guidance. Engineering Circular Na 1186 ,2 .1•1'LISAQ 2009):, stating-Oat' • : • 	• •.. •-.. 

	

: , :•• .; - .• • . the:sce neaps developed by the Natiopat ResearOh -Ceuncil•(NRC) in 1987 should be. 	.. ." 
1...• 	..- 	- 	, 

 
used in planning civil works projects potentially affected by sea level rise Speeiffolally, 	. 

.. . .. .: ' .. : the falciwing scenarios should be uSech - : 	.... •• • : 	: ' • 	
. 

. 	- 	• 
-- ••..-. • 	•• The current trend 'in-see level rise should be used as the "low:sea level rise.' 

•• . „ 	• 	- "scenario _ . This is generally consistent with the low rate. of increase" 
• - , 	. 

 
• .. prediction above.' 	 , . . 	• - 	• : 	

.. 
...- 	- 	 .• 	. . 	• 	 . 

• • The modified NRC Curve .1,,whiciVassurneS:0.5 - meters rise between 1988 
.,,•: 	•• ' 	,•• 

 
• .and• 2100, (20 inches between .2000:and 2100), should be. used-as the 	: ...,'••• 

'medium sea level rise' scenario. 	. 	• .  
-. The modified NRC Curve III, which assumes' 

9 

1:5.meters rise between 4686 
and .2100, (59 inches between 2000 and 2100), should be used as the "high 
sea teVel rise" scenario_ This is close to- the California State Coastal 

. , 

	

	. 

 
Conservancy 

 
 (2009) guideline and the 'highest rate of increase prediction 

above. 
 

. 	 . . 	. 
More rapid scenarios have been discussed In the scientificliterature,,particularly in light. 

-,of possible aonlihear effects such as Instability of the Antarctic and Greenland ice 
Sheets_ The likelihood of these more rapid scenarios is unclear. - 

. but is behind schedule and may be available in mid-2012. The final Sea Lever 

Moffatt & Nichol 
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- The potential iinpacts of sea-level rise on the beach and dupe system are difficult to 
- quantify; with any certainty. If the beach were treated as a simple sloped structure with. • . 

a 301 (horizontal•toverticaI) slope, then the waterline. could mine landward by as much• - 
• es .39 feet or more by, the year 2050, However, since the - beach is dynamic, it has the 

ability to .respond to water leVel changes and the -results are rarely linear_ In addition, 
there is , a dune et Broad -Beach which further- complicates. The situation. It is dear, 

. -however, that sea-leVel rise places the landsicte structures at 'additional and increasing. 
. levels of risk, and should be considered a fundamental part of any design soitition. • 

The primary effect of sea level rise On - beaches is that the position of the shoieline ,  will 
' - retreat • landWard. 	jeneral, on heabhes which have a 'slope of 	. • 

• (horizorital:vertical), -bac -Winch of sea level rise Would result In 10 inches. or beach 
retreat (loss of beach•wjdth). FOr beabhes Which have a slope of .30:1, each inch of•sea 

.;- level rite. would resillt in '30 inches of -beach. retreiet,i.e.. -.the'• dotter- beaches' would - 
• experience a greater amounrof•shoreilne retreat. Based oh the pi'djectid sea level rise 

- - - .numbers above.and assuming, no moditicifforis:lo.ltie-shoreline, future beach retreat 
along LA area beachet.Was eslienated for the rehne:of-sconarloslower rate to highest 

- rate); these values are shown in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3. Beach Retreat Doe.io.Sep Level Rise Rates. at Los.AngeleS. • rda BeaShas, 

• 

At Broad Beach, .the. foreshore beach -slopes (area- seaward of scarp face or edge of ' • 
dune) are close-to 30:1. The distanCe-between the existing.high tide line (MHVV) and 

-the back beach (edge of dune or edge of scarp-face) is dose to zero along much of the 
Broad Beach. shoreline, i.e. the high tide line-is already at the ack'beac:h fide. Based 
on this anc•the sea level rise numbers In the table above,' the scarp 'face would move 
almost 30 feet landward by -2050 just due to sea level rise if no back beach shore 
-protection was in place. 

• 3.2 . Waves 

• Wave climate is the primary force for generating. alongshore sediment transport and is .-
therefore a critical- element of- any study aiming to evaluate and quantify sediment 
transport rates arid associated change- in beath sand volume and shoreline 

Moffatt & Nichol 
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	 This section provides a summary of the wave climate along Broad Beach and discusses:, " 
the wave data sources used to evaluate- the regional and local historic beach - 

• • • 	•perfonnance. 	• 

3.2,1 Wave Exposure 	- 
The southern exposure of, Malibu and the proximity of-the Channel islands offshore limit 
the direction from which potentially destructive storm waves Can impinge upon the area-. - 
The islands serve to create wave exposure windows, , dissipating- and reflecting wave . -• 

; • • 

	

	energy and thereby modifying the. wave conditions along the mainland shoreline. 
Upcoast shoreline features also serve to create -  wave exposure 'windows and refrici 

•: • 	•.waves before they mach the Malibu area. liVave exposure windows for the Malibu . 
• 

•. 
• - • 	,shoreline, are illustrated Figure 3-1. 

- 

	

, '•••• . • 	• In general, there are three min . types Of waves which occur along the southern . 
' • .California coast arid ihrtilch' 	occur thrbugh the Malibu wave exposure windows:' 

--North 'Pacific swell, southern swell, and seas generated locally. The North Pacifib swell 
•• events are the most significant source of extrerrie•wayeS in ;the -  region. The Broad 

	

- ; 	• • • -Beach area is exposed to North Pacific swell through the Santa' Barbara Channef.'Swell 
. 	. 	from :winter Storms in the southern hemisphere tench California during the month i of 

May through October. These-swells approach Malibu from the southwest. south. and 
• " 

	

	• ' 
 

southeast, but are partially blocked by the Channel *Ns_ Additiorally, the great 
-"decay distances result in waves of low heightsincl teng-periOds.• 	". • • 	. 

figure 3-t Wave Exposure Windows it eioad.Beach 

Moffatt & Nichol 
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• Nol 	

.... - I 	 .......... 	• 	..:—.—......--..........;.............4............ 	  

.. ' - -,-- ,- .Wave direction-affeotS how. the sand .rove- along-the shoreline. Waves that travel 
• ' '  - ' through the Santa;BerbareChannel to Malibu from theivest .(North. Pacific swell waves)' 

are especially. effective at'rnoving ,sand alongshore from west to east_ South swells' - 
. . • arriving nearly:sIrtiight onto the shore of Malibu are more effective at moving send in 'a • 

	

.-, .. 	„ • cross-shore direction )  either offshore to:deeper water or onshore from deeper water. - .  
' 	. 	• .. 	. 	. 	.  

• Scripps InStitution of OceanOgraphY. operates and:maintains ocean monitoring stations. 
•'.- .• 
	...._ 

• through the Coastal Data information Program (COP); The closest CDIP monitoring ' .. 
, .. station to Broad Beach is CDIP- Buoy:102. offshore of Point 'prime in. 365 meter water - - ' 

• . . • •- . :depth. Tile significant wave height t and viaVe pericids -  based on 'Wave direction arthis - • • . 

	

- - • 	. - -.buoy are shownin .  Flg ure 3-2 anct.fig'ure 3-3 respectively. 	' 	.- - 	' 	•., 	: - . 

- • . Flick and tenemy 008). sttialed Wave exposura'at Broad. each lAsed on the cloiest 
, 	. . 	 • 	- 

•'. 	'• .. . - :NOAA wave buoy Iguoy .46625,.apprOinlataly 33. miles northwest a Catalina Island). 
. -,.... , 	-. 	'. • • 

 

Their study presented wave transfannatibo ddefkients.4hat can be used to determine 
,• 	• 	. : - 	- 

 
• the riative-wave height at groad Beach as.a•functicin.of the:offshore-wave pericid and 

'.,,•-::: • ", . :. .xlirectiori of wave travel The study showed" that.Broail•Beach Is vtilneiabie to a .broad 
- .. • . . swath' atioutherly and south-Westerly ipprdaching.waVes.ifrom'in to about 240 °) - 

--. • 	• • ' 	• 
 

• where theeiraCtion-coeciear.close to I (highycir .ever tarher in a -  feW instances.- • 
,.• - -•:. - , 	: Wave 'exposure falls off Tepidly For essentially all Wave periods 'for approach directions . 

	

..... - 	.north otabout260°. 	'. 	• 	 - 	-. 	. • 
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	 1.1.■••••*.m•I■1•■■•■••■■■••..WA NNIM■mr..r.p.m, 

. 	 . 

3.2.2 Extreme. Waves 	 • 	 • 
, 'Flick and O'Reilly (2008) also rioted a number of large wave events that stand out jh the - 
. 140AA wave buoy records. These include thernaximunn measured WaVi height of about .  

26 feet .  on January 19, 1988 and ,several other wave-storm events exceeding 20' feet. 
'Based on the NOM wave: buoy data from .1982 tb 2001, the mean monthly. wave • ' 
heights varied by only 50% or so (range of 3.3 to 5 feet), whereas the seasonal variation 

-in the extreme•wave heights' varied byi factee-of four (from —8.5 feet in July to 26 feet in 
. January). Extreme wave heights drop substantially to about 13 feet by April and May 

each year, and stay that way on average through October. . 

• El Nino conditions cause , Increased stbrminess and have historically increased the ' 
frequency and intensity of hlgtler lotal.waves; increasing the severity of .beach erosion 

- and coastal floodirtg. -  El Nina conditions occu'ron average every.  2-5• years,and usually - 
. last about 12 -mOnths. Strong El Milos occur less frequintly and. theY.comein ntany 	' 
. • 'different varieties, with:no tWo.ever the same, (Flick; 2009). -.Whether and how waves -

from any particularEf Nino -winter affect southern.California is largely determined by the -. 
tracks storms-take as they travel from their generation regions in'the western Pacific off . 

-Asia.toward.the Eastern Pacific and -  North America. These tracks are determined by . the 
path of the mid-latitude jet streare,-which-depends on the.relative poSitions of the North 
.Pacific high pressure system and the Aleutian low. About two-thirds of El Ninbs are 
associated with strong wjnter storm activity in southern California.•(Flick, 2009) ; 	• 

• • El . Nines. have occurred most recently in 1982-83; 1988-87, 1991-92,' -1994-9& 'and • .- 
-M97.:98, 2002-03, 2008-2007, and 2009/2011. The. 1997-98- 'was the •strongest on 

• ' .feccirdand-it developed more rapidly than any El -Nino ofthe past el° years. 7he•1982-. : 
- 	83 .:El: Niiio is also considered to be one• of the most :  major recent storm events• and :  

, 	',cat.xeci considerable damage along -the coast ofCalifornia: 

32.3 	

• 

.D.esiyin. Wave for Shot:aline stru ctures  • , 
. 	. 

The critical design• case for shallow water shareline:structuresis when :wave:breaking 
takes -place in front of the structure.(CEM 2003). The maximum height of waves which 

- cart break upon a shoreline structure is limited by the water depth frohtiti4the.structure. 
' • The water depth varies' over lithe based on tide levels and will increase with future sea 

• -level rise. This analysis is based on this maximum depth-liMited.breaking wave -height 
:-.whibh is defined as the 'design wave height". Deep water waves exceeding the design' 

' -Wave height will break offshore-and dissipate much of theirenergy'before they reach the 
-shoreline structure. 	 - 	• • .. 
A statistical evaluation of extreme high water elevations was developed based on the 
recorded' annual extreme high water elevations obtalnedfrom the NOAAINOS LA Outer 
Harbor reference tide-station (Table 3-4). The effect of future relative sea level rise must 
also be included in the determination of the design water depth. 

The extreme scour elevation is also required to determine the design water depth at the 
toe of any potential shore protection device. Dtle to the variability of the sand elevations • 
from seasonal changes and storm events, it is difficult to predict with great accuracy - the 
depth. of scour. But, based on experience in Southern California, a scour depth of 0 feet 

	40.1,■■■■■••••••• 	, 
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• 

MLLW is appropriate to reduce undermining. Therefore, sociur depth at the -toe. of the • 
structure is estiMated.to reach the mean lower low.water elevation. 

'Based on the probabilistic extreme high water elevations, sea level rise, and assumed • 
: scour elevation; a range of potential design water depflth was calculated, Le. the low . 

end of the range was calculated based on a 5-year recurrence high Water elevation with 
- a low rate sea level rise, A high end estimate was calculated based on a 100-year 

recurrence high water elevation with the highest rate sea level rise. 	_ 	 • 

.• 'Factord.other than water depth - which affect the maximum Wave height are the incident . 
wave period .and nearshore beach slope. Longer period waves -will result in. higher . 

• :design breaking.wavet (USAGE 1984). A deign wave period, •T, of 10 seconds was : 
• :selected .as.the•design period to obtain the breaking. wave height, as .this.represehts -the 
. :average of.the most frequently.ocdurring storm-generated swell in this region. .Based: . 

. ' 
 

on available:beach' ptcfilas• in the Broad Beach area, neartliore slopes - ranges- from 
• 'approximately 251 (hortzontabvertical) to 30:1. 

Estim'at. of breaking wave heights .  were developed usid• methpdides -cribed:in' the' 
Shore' Project/1in Manirial (USAGE 1984) and Coastal Engineering - Manual (USAGE 
2003), f6r the' range of •potential design water depths. The results (range of potential 
breaking wave heights) are shown in-Table 3-4. • 	 . . 

. . 

• • . . 	. 
Tabie•-4...Broad Beach Breaking Wave. Heights Range 

- -These large breaking 'wave heights are indicative .of the relatively steep nearshore 
profile f ronting . Broad Beach and the significant estimates of future sea level rise. 
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3.3 Sediment Transport Rate Analysis 	 - • .- . 	- 
. ' The pree:.eding.seotiOns summarize existing and available data-used to describe historic :• . 

	

-...- 	- - and recent shoreline locations; the wave clithate that plays an important role. in the 
' ' shoreline dynamics, and the Water level variations- and projected future.sea level rise 

..-- that can affect wave -conditions and shoreline location. This. sectiOn draws upon this . . . 
-.' 

 
• information ' and other data sources to conduCt detailed analysis to quantify historic 

shoreline changes and sediment transport rates which will be the key parameters jin the 	• 
. development ofa long-tern. shoreline restoratiOn. project. 	 . 	. 

	

.: 	• 

 

The average Broad . .Beach volume changes relative to an arbitrary base are presented ' - , - 
' - in Figure 3-4 through Eidure . 3-6, and include the associated -trendlines, , Figike 3-4. 

	

., 	. 
• shows the full 63-year data record. Flgur.e -3-5 illustrates the trend over the past 41 - . . • . 

: . . • "' years-during which the beach was generally erosive. Figure 3-6 shows -the moat -recent. -  
• • five-year. time 'period. By reviewing the.c.han4es in volumes,-as Well as rates of-change 

z. .. .. .. 	.in volume, trends in the sediment transport.reghnepan be assessed. The- earliest - 	• . - 
• . -: sWitph -fforn rise to .fail -In the volume .of the littoral- sediment lens appears -to. have .-. - 
.. -., . -' - ecourrediti' the late 1.960s and 1970s: The peak was followed -by a progresSiVe•losS 

.. ,...- ...' 
 

- " ..intil the present . The trendlinegindicate th e following: • . „ ' 	• 	.. .  . 	. 
#  

•. 	
Figure 3-5: 1968-2009, 41 years of data:- 20,000 cubic yards per year (dyy) foss. ,- -. 

. - 	 . 	. 

Figure 3-4. Volumetric,Ctianges,1946-2000 

 

	..M.FINVIOIM■1•8410~114VI■al■Miya. 	 

 

AIIPINM■1111M 	  
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Figure 3-5: 2001-2009, 5 year of data - 35,000 :cyy loss. 

,‘ • . 	..These trends'indicate that therels'a continuing 'pattern of erosior. since the 1970s and.: • 	" 
• that the erosional trepdsare accelerating • 
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" 	• 	• 
• . : . . 	3.4 Summary'  ' • 	 .. - 

• . • 
' • Sand lass estimates were deVeroPed based an the sum of tWO camporients of sand ,  

loss: Mthe current 'natural" loss rate projected into the future,:and (2) theadditional 
- - loss due to beach widening -(beacii nourishment).  

- . 	 • 	• 	• ' Between 1974 and 2009, approximately .600,000:q:P of sand we lo re st at Broad. Beach. 
On average, the shoreline- moved inland an average 65. that: The greatest recession 
occurred close to Lechuza Point -  and-tapered off toward Trances Creek. Once the sand 

-: :.• budget tun*: negative in .1914, the Bread Beach loss rate increased thereafter by• 
.apProdfriately. 900 cyy. By 20O9„ the naturar.sand4oss: rate was. about •a5,000 cyy at : 

- • - . Broad Beach. 	. • .' ... 	-- 	 - 	 '. : 	- .• 	. • 	 . 	. - 

• . 	. .. 	. 	, 	• 	- 	. - 	 - - - -- 	 ' 
... . 	' The Broad Beach•shoreftne is retreating because of a negative sand.balanca. Bea level 

`Ilse. 'accounts for less .than p .  percent of that imbalance. An anAtsis of wave .. 
iteasureiTients. andhistoricaI tie:ach ..ond•shorefacedata also argues against thenoti on - 

... 	_ • of. a debades-long transport of-hundreds of thbuiands• of cubic Yards offshore. Rather; - 
- the send imbalance is due to apositive.rongsticire ,sencl.transPort gradient. The analysis • - : 

• • 	'-..- Indicates -the gradient is either due. -to a reduction in sand supply• entering around- 
' 

	

	Lechuza• Point, or a change in'the alongihorecomponent ,of waye energy-that increaseS 
' theamoiint leaving. near Trances creek. .  

. 	....„ .- 	-- 	- 
. 	 • 	_ -: .. 	. 	 . 

    

..„ 

 

  

   

. 	• . 

  

• 
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• Broad Beach; and ' 	; 	• . 	. 	. • • 	. 	. 
. 	. Provide' for 'enhanced public -access • along Broad Beach while. maintaining  

_ .• 	• 	hOrneowner beach .access 'and privacy,. -. 	. 	 . 	
. 

. 	... 	• 	•  

.. 	 - 	. 
. 	. ' 	.. 42 Projectliescription 	

. 	

• 	 • 	
. 	

• • 
- 

• 
• . 	. 	 , 	 ,. 	 .. 	. 	• 	, 	• 	I 	• .• 

Z 	'...• : 

 

The proposed Project would include validation and permitting of the•existing,emergenq - - 
- . ::, - . • , :Tevelment, beach nourishment and sand dune r,storatiori...These element% in addition . ' 
.: '• — .•.• to a long-term maintenance plan, aresurrimalized-in this section and.discussed iii:detail 

. • 	- 	. in-fcillowing sections.  

As part of the tong-term strategy .  for protection of homes and septic Systems from . 
. 	coastal erosion, the proposed. 'Protect seeks permanent approval oftne.emergency rock'  

• - 	. revetment constfucted- in 2010, including .permits by the city of Malibu and .  the CCC.: If . 
• approved, the reveiment'would remain in. place and woutd be buried beneath a new 

system of sand dunes located- at the.labdward edge of the vvidctied, nourished beach. 
- Additional nourishment is proposed to-keep this shore protection structure buffed over 

. ..approximately -the-next .20: years; unless-severe beach erosion or other conditions ,. • 
• - 
	. .preclude maintaining sOfticient beach width for protection. The revetment would serve 

as a last line of defense against futbre severe erosion during extreme storm events: • 

. 	 ' 	. 

The proposed Project would include the deposition of 600,000 cy of sand onto -Broad • 
.Beach creating a wide sandy beach backed by a -system of sand dunes designed to. 

• replicate the existing dunes-at the east end of the project For beach nourishment and 
dune restoration, sand would be dredged and transported from offshore Broad tteach 
and from a site either off Dockweiler Beach in LA County or from a site Outside Ventura 

." Harbor: The Project alSo _includes future efforts to maintain the• enlarged beach, • 
including annual' or biannual' backpassing of sand. from the wide reach to The narrow 

ilmil..■••■•NPME110111.11 1.1 1.M411 1.4eymammoms: 
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT . 

4.1 Project Objectives 	- ,- 	-. 	• 	 . 	. . 	• 
The objective of the Broad Beach Restoration Project is to design, permit, and .. 
implement a long-tenn shoreline restoration program that prOvides erosion control and . 
property protection, with ancillary benefits or improved recreation and public access 
:opportunities, aesthetics, and environmental stewardship. The need- for.this project is a 
result of a. decades long- trend of . shorefine. erosion that has recently accelerated and 

• reached . a critical point in which residential structures and- onsite wastewater treatment 
• -systems -are - threatened by coastal erosion and flooding. The majof ,  objectives of the ' 

l• . 	: 
 

• proposed project are as follows:. 

	

. • 	• 	. 	.• . 	. 	•. 
Dr 

' ' . .. Protect existing homes,. structures and other improvements .including septic ;•:.• 
- systems along Bioad Beach from coastal erosion; • .•  ..:  
•• Create. and -maintain- a wide sandy beach-baked by a restated dune 'system . 

.. similar tothat which historioally.occb rred along this reach of .cdaatlirie; 	 . 
. . Develop a cost-effective long ,terri plan for maintaining shore. protectiOn along: 

' .• . .. 

• 

1. 



• 
' 	 . 
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- reach of Broad Beach and one additional major renourishment event estimated to occur ' 
- 10 years after completion of the initial nourishment and dune restoration. ' 	- 

4.3 Beach Nourishment Design. 

Beach nourishment is a -  proven method to stabilize or advance a shoreline against 
erosion and protect threatened upland areas and is often called the 'soft solution" 

. because it retains -  the environmental, recreational, and aesthetic aspectS of the beach, 
without hard .structures. Beech nourishment projects constructed with larger volumes 
and coarser materials tend to remain on the.Upper portion of the beach for longer tirrie .   
-periods_ Smaller and finer-grained prOjecti tend to-disperse more rapidly and remain.on 

" 	the upper beach, for a shorter time period. . 

: .' The- advantages: of leach nourishment are inherent in-the 'soft solution" description. : 
' •.- . The beach- remains as a ' recreational and environmental amenity -to the- site_ 

• Nourishment- allows the bead)" to adjust to differerit wave conditions and natural .. 
. 	seasonal variation. It can also b6 an economical solution if.there is a readily available. •  

source of sand from-al-  inland location' orif.there iS a local Offshore sand source. "the' • 
', .. - - .general disadvantage of beech. nourishment is •that the beach remains yulnerable to 

' 	very large. Storms and it requires •periodic maintenance - to stabilize or advance' the  
•shoreline Position.' - 	' - , 	. . 	. . 	. 	 - 	,.. 

 • .. *.c31-  purposes of beach and dune design, the beach nourishment plan, for Broad Beach 
: • Was•separated•into three reach es:{A, B, and" C) bated' onenvironssentaleensitivity. The . . 

-design of the -beach nOurishmentwai tailored. to account for .Conditions within each ;  
- - ie-aoly therefore:substantial variations In -  width, slope, and elevation occur across'. the. - - ...• 	, 

- reacheS-as'ehowriin kgura 4-1.. - • ' • ' - . 
. -  . 	. 	 - 	- 	• 	. . 	 . 

:• 	:iieach A ektends-fdr 41.01) feet kern Lechuza Pbint.to -31502 Victoria Point.Road,et -or. 
• - 	near the home-  constructed•a n pilings over the beach. This reach. included the majority 

of the area that supports .anyironmerstaily sensitive rocky intertidal habitat, rocky - 
". outcrop's, offshore reef and. associated: surf -grass. arid, kelp habitats. Reach - -A was 	. 
' designed to have -a-higher-beach berm and narrower beach footprinftobe protective of .. • 

sensitive intertidal arid .nearshore rocky habitat Reach B extends . approximately 500. t ' 
':feet east of-Reach A from 31500 Victoria Point Road to 31418• broad Beach' •oad arid 
includeg the transition between the environmentally sensitive rocky habitat areas 'to less • 
constrained sandy -beach 'and.Interfidal areas. Reach C includes the Majority df the 

".Project area end extends for approximateiy-5,000 feet east froto 31412 Broad Beach : 
Road to the east end of the site just uoc-oast of Trances Creek and supports less 
sensitive sandy beach arid intertidalhabitats. 

The top of the existing emergency rock revetment would be buried beneath up to' 8 feet 
of send; currently exposed foundations, seawalls and pilings of homes on the west . eed 
of the beach would be covered by sand. Depending on location, the profile of the new 
dry sand beach berm would be roughiy 12 to 17 feet above MLLW or existing low- tide 
winter sand levels. The •new post-construction dry sand - beach berm would extend 
seaward of the dunes by 65 to 11p feet. At its widest point, the combined, new beach 
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and dune system would extend for 250 feet seaward from approximately the top-of-the-
. 	ekisting revelment to surf zone on the face of beach berm.: 

• . 
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Figure.4-1. Dune Restoration & Beach Nourishment Sections 

•4A Sand Sources 

Iwo-main types of sand sources exist, one from offshore, and the other from the 
offshote ocean-sand sources.can provide high quality marine sand-at 

a relatively loW overall _cost, with minimal environmental" impact. Upland sediment • 
sources can also provide sandy beach compatible material, which may be more 

-immediately available than offshore sand, but which may also lead to increased impacts 
Im■•■• nmpipi•F•FMNUIP AIII■In.ONOMPOIMM10.1MMIN■IIMMI■gmMil l 
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• and. costs frail trucking_ Upland sand Is typically found behind dams, at quarries, :at 
flood oontrol Sites in rivers arid detention basins, and at.certain alluvial deposits.. 	

• 

• Three primary offshore sand sources would 'potentially be used for the proposed 
• PiojeCt one for fine-grained sand and time for beach-quality coarser grain Sand...A total 

of 600,000 cy of sand would be dredged and placed. at Broad -Beach. • Of this, . 
approximately 100,000 cy would be fine-grained- sand dredged from Central Trances 

• offshore Broad'Beach and placed as new sand dune habitat. Approximately. 500,000 cy - 
• .would be dredged either off crockweller Beach or adjacent -- to Ventura Harbor and-, 
, 'placed as beaCh nourishment 

• The dune sand -at the Central trances site will be Are•dged-from a depoSit of finegrained 
,sand -located in a water depth range between 45 and 60. felt approximately 0.25 mile 
offshore :of the .eastern segment .of Broad •Beach, shown. in Figure- 4-2. This existing. 

'sediment deposit-stretches for approximately 3.4 miles along the cbast.frem Lechuza ' 
•Point east to•Point.Dume and is roughly:1 mile wide. Dredging would .  be'confined to • 

.; '.approXirnately 40 acres which would be excavated -to a depth of 10 feet using a -  hopper - 
dredge. :1hKi.material Is 0 -ierniCallycleen and -compatible with those materials found,bn• • 

-• • the Broad Beech. -  'Grain 'size analysis' of the Central- Trances material indicates' Elie 
- deposit consist§ of mostly -fine to very tine sand with an average grain size between' 
-0.12,to :0.•5. nun: Since this material is. well •eiow ,the ideal. grain• size for beach 

• . 'riptirishment -this ipatprial MI' be used only for dung restoration:  . 	. 	 • Sandlorteach ;nourishment ehould-be .of a -  larger -grain' size in - order to -better:resist . 
• •erosion: Two locations' ave. • been identified .as being Suitables.hndivailable -for' use in- 

tire 
 

- proposed Protect. The-primary •site-is approximately 115acres in area located in 40- - 
..:to 50,feet -of:Water depth off Pookweiler Beach near Marina. del- Rey, approxifnately 23 

to the south: 	site is shown- -in• Figure. 4-3. •.A secondary source of beech • 
.nourishrnent -sand• isiooated' in the shoal area immedia'telY outside Ventura Harbor, 36 

• miles to the north... • • 
•-Result's from-the sediment sampling; ind• analysis show. that the material frcim •the . 

• DoCkweller• borrow Site are chemically clean and physically • compatible with the- 
. ., receiving beach kr beach nourishment: The materiel is ideal for teach nourishment in 

that the material is .coarser than the-existing beach sand (Mean•gealn size approximately 
- 0.5mrn) 'so it wir remain in plade longer after placement,.arld the-fines content matches -

the :fined- composition of the dry - beach (<1% fines). The Project proposes .  to utilize 
nochweilee North and possibly the northern half of Dockweiler south (if needed) as'the 

' • 	borrow. area for 500,0001 cy of beach nourishment material. 
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. • " 	• ••: 	 • :1-.• 	 • 1 , 	 • . 	-:•• 

Figuie 44. Cerit61.11:0):164.111;00,Spuice (o.aatifta , 	•" 
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Figure 4-3. Eicrek-vveiier Sand Source Location 
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• . . 	'through Mating/submerged discharge.-lines to the beach (use of booster pumps' . - • • .. . 
, - • as necessary); . 	• 	 . 	. 	 . 	• . 	. 	. • 

• • Discharging the sand at, ftroad Beach withii-L tra ining dikes; . .• 	1 	• 	: .• ' " 
.- ' • • Redfitrtniling • the sand :as ' needed' with •eirtfirnoving • equipment, . such as 

- • 	:: y 
 

• - - 	- 	bulldozers, and grading' the beach fills to requireitclimerisions; and . 	 .. . . • . 	. 	. 
' : -• • :. '3. ' 	., • ' • Annual rp.disiribigiOn of the sand as needed from the wide reach of the beach to  

••• 	- . 	- 
 

the narrow reach using heavy-equipment such as scrapers and hAldOzers. • 	' -' • • ': ." 
-. 	- 	. 	, 	. . • 	• .  	 •       .   	.. 
• .' • ••• ,f . 	' 	." 

 

Major 'beech nourishment and dune :restoration construction activity Is estimated to .. • - :• • 
• .• .••• • -extend-over a -period of four months-beginning In October 2012. Dredging would occur : 

	

--.• -•••• • • threughout. thatIme, :firet with begeh• sand-being dredged. from' Dookweifer Bich or 	- 
- • -: , ••• .. .. Venbma- Harbor, and secondly dune sarid being dredged frOrn offshore of•BroadIfeach. -• .• • 	: . 

.. • • -. 	Earthwork activities will occur -along. Broad BeaCh. . SiMultaneoui . with the dredging' .. 	- . 	. 	. 
. -.• - • :-.,••acti.vitY to shape the 'beach and dune to the .correct dirmensions. :..Planting, ,fetiOing ;,. • ,• ' . ;•-• , . 	- 

......• •̀-•.''''' ....- --: signa'ge,•aci,d placeinent of-Eel-p op-rely  irri.44,On:SkStairigwithirithedunes Willbethe final 	-• .. • • -: • 	- 	• .-....-•• 
,-. - :". 	- -' 	••• 

 
tasks of the Project.extending.lato early 2013:  

'..*aChrrlouri -shmerit. operatkini WoUld• Inblude"; :the'•use. of dredge •vessels to dreege,...:„..: 
' •sediment torn- the offshore hbrrow sites-and trasfer,-the'Sedirnent to Broad beach. The.: • - : '. 	. . 
-..-cophactor may use one or MI:ire:of -several different dredges and transport Vessels .  . - - 	• • 	•• 
.depending on the.cho-senaaAd el9Urce and equipment availability .- Some ofthe •options • 

-. .:ior dr-00ge ,,iessele are described 	, • . - • 	r 	i• - 	- • ' 	• 	. 	...• 	. % • 

	

. .eloW. 	 . . • ... 
' 	 • 

-.• :•:•tlemshelCdredge:. -This tip°. .01 dredge -Could-
' 	: :pOterktiOliy 	used to obtain sand from the Ventura 

• ' 	.• • • Harbor site. . Barge clamshell dredges are not self-- , .• , 	• 
• ' 	1510-pelled.and would therefore need' a smelt tugboat 

!. • • • • to maneuver 	the:channel, from a barge, the 
operation : would begin when the bucket assembl y . 

• attached by along an (up to 100 feet) is lowered, in 
the open position, into the water -and allowed to 
settle into the seafloor to collect sediments. As The 

. dredge operator pulls • the bucket up, it closes on the 
sediment, pulling out-up to 5 cy of water-sediment 

•• mix. The dredge operator can then deposit the 
. water-sediment mix onto a scow •(see -below). for. 

..-Iransport to the receiver beach. - 
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• 
• .. 	• 4.5 Beach Fill and Dune Restoration Construction 

„.•••..,.. This Section provide a gSner41-1escription of the construction methods 'associated with 
- 	a beach . nourishment. project. Construction . for. the proposed Project la proposed to 

. " 	'involve the following sequence of events— sOme of the tasks may acbur concurrently: , 

- • 	• • Dredging the -offshore borrow sites With either-a .darnstiell dredge, hopper dredge 
or cutterhead suction dredge; 

.• 	 :• 'Transporting. the, sand via hopper- or scow to Broad Beach and pthp1n sand 	. 

• 

A damehelt dredge could jpotentially be 
used to obtain, sand from the Ventura 
Harbor site, minimizing the' amount t of 
water in the sediment load. ' 
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:.• 	• 	.Cutterhead suction dredge: This type of dredge 
.• . • -• could potentially be used to.obtain the fine-grained 

• - 	• sandfrorri the Tram* deposit offshore Broad each 
- 	• or: coarse-grained beach-quality sand from the• 

:•Dockweller offshore -site. In the .event that sand is 
'delivered to offshore Broad Beach from a scow (see 

• • below), this dredge could also be used to transfer 
• • • 'that sand to the'beach: A -cutterhead suction.dredge 

• 
• 	- 

• • -• . 	-.is a self-propelled vessel that uses a icing arm - .to - 
; 

	

	'.extend.down•to'the see hoor-to dredge.sediment. A 
cutterhead dredge breaks up • sediment material •• 

.;/elbng -the seafibor, then uses -a vacuUm mechanism -
.:to suck sediment Into. an intake -line and pump it 

•••:- 	••••• zdiractly to shore, or 6 4rarisport vessel, through a 
••••-• "discharge line..- 	• 	• 

	

the fine-grained.sand at Trances, the cutterhead: 	• ..• • 
• dredge „would anchor above the borrow site while its arm. swing.k: back and forth to  • 

-• • :.. • • dredge up sediment It would then pump ,a mixture of sediment'aiid sea materihrough.a 
" -•• • : ...floating- discharge line.-directly onto Broad Beach. The 'discharge line- would ,  be. :  

• assembled afloat, connected' to' the cutterhead suction dredge; and pulled to Iand by 
• ugboats i.  or assetbied•ori.Jand and dragged:Offshore to the dredg.0.-by. lugboat.: 

• . 

	

	'AIV:tioPper 'Oriaciae, the cutterhead dredge' would, remain off Of •Broad. Beech at the  
dredge site for the -entire -  operatidn•while -pipelipes-carry - the material :• If the -cutterhead 

• •-- 

▪  

• 	•Suetiondredgesere -uscii 1he•Ventura Harbor site4or. coarse-grained-  anci, it 	' 
the dredged sand ihtb. a scow fortiansgibit. to &bad Beach.. • 	. 	• ' 

• ' • • ' 

	

	 This type of dredge may be preferable for obtaining .beich:quality -  • 
send from the Dodkweller site due to the distance between the source -and .receiver 

• sites. The hopper dredge is a self-propelled vessel  
that toads sediment from,. an offihdre tiOrrovi ,  sit 
then moves to a receiver site fdr. sand Filacement. . 

	

- 	The hopper dredge contains. one or tw& large drag- 
arms that move along the ocean tabor and collect . 

- -sdiment. The drag -heads are -  about 10 feet 
• . 'Snudre. The hopper dredge moves along the ocean 
• -Surface with its •rms ektended,- making- passes 

back and forth until its hull is fully loaded ,  with 
• 'sediment 3he -vessel can hold30prOXirrkately ;000- 
.10 5;000 cy of sediment per load, depending on 

which vessel is selected. The hopper dredge has 
'the ability to dump the colleted sediment out the 
bottom of the hull, or it can be pumped out. 

• • 
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A cutteshead suction dredge cutter-. 
head is show hate) Would potentlaily, 
be. used to obtain-Ina:grained sand.. 

. It mit the Trances deposit and beach- -• 
otialltylsend frorri .the:Verrtur6?-lathor 
site_ - • " 

, A hopper dredge could potentially be 
used at .both the Clock-welter site for 
beach-quality sand and at the Trances 
deposit for dune sand. 

• 

• 

• 

• . • . - 
• . • 	 . 	 • 

. 	 - • . 	 . 	 • 	
• 	 • 	 , • • 	 . 	 • 
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-Dredge. discharge pipeline td. beach; The dredge discharge line:would either be .: •• 	- . . . 
• • 	.; ..  'floating or placed on the‘beach.purfrig the.operatioti, fipating.piPeline segments.Whuld 

.. . : -. • ; ' - -: be subject to weather andAi iiive Conditions. if  substil_nial-:171.6acti:: Is antic-IPbted,'anY 

- . , 	•.• ' component of . floating pipeline placement: 

- 	• 	• 	. 	• 
 

once wave -  cor3ditions allow. Coordination. -  

- • 	. 	- 	• 	. 	- 

• .. 	' 
 

The pipeline could 'then be terhporarily 	  
' • 	' .fioating pipe would be temporarily, dismantled untit.suitable wave -conditions returned. 

- 	: 
	-- 

with the U.S.:Coast Guard wouldbe a critical. -  

' 	... 
 

Onshore pipeline ,segments would he placed 

• • : staged along the beach and reconstructed 

. 	. 

.4.4.

••••••_----.4.•,...-----,-- ,..-.1.. - 
4,--..,,Fi., c ---: 	:,,,-  ,•-, ,,,,t-,...- g-,..., 

-.- ,-, ---•_,----,--F----,----,-1.zz.i•-6--...,a 
-----_,,------,-7-=:_-• -- :-.-  -_. .,   , 	

------_—_ i 
.,:;•=i•-•-•:•.--_..--,_ ,.-.:-.: 

-----f--  

._-.......: ___,.... - 	

- 	- 	.. 

i 
i i , i 

. . • • • . :- along the toe of the revetment The   -, .--.-:----”- 	,---, 	 - -----,  • . ' .• ... - .giSOarge line Would be placedon top of the 	, 	. • 
-' : - ' ' •• . 	,existing sand or cobbles- and ,be tfuri&z . it 	 il 	I . 	• : • . ._ 

 

•••./ 	• • -. !.. intervals to provide for pipe anchoring .and:for 	 ------,.., _ 	.,..,...• - - Kr.. 	 :. 
i• 

- • ...beach ,acoes to the public. Areas of active-. 7,„.--1 '  -1"..,.•_.-.•-•'• - 71   	,,..„  	 .f. 	• I 
i•  

.. " • • *I, s  • -construction ,   (e.g. training dikes, or where 	 •--,--  
. .send • is. redistributed by -  earthmoving 	;%ri -.:3frrE41 OW-4= r.•-i....-a. -....z....- 	 11.• ,. 	, - • 	— 	- - straight ashonallireugh •the serf,. zone -and 	 i' 

, 	• eq.utpment) would be cordoned .riff'fforry the 

.• 	• . , 

 

- 

.: public with signs ConstrUctiOn crews. would 	 . . 
also be. ort-site to. monitor the construction site to prohibit public .access. A •'' 	. 	' 	.f 

• • .. - 	 : 	wouldbe exposedte wave action_ ' : ,.. , . 	.. ... . • 
- : 	 , : • • 	• 

- ; . 	. 	, 	•• • , 	. • 	- 	. 	r 
:. ',-.. • ';-:: •.'.. . WPACF• ac.cur,'ps'.'lleceseaiy.: . .The!  line- may be eff6ct6d..by'varips arid-tides and..ffiay, 	„ ...• .J.: ;. 

. 	• 
• • - •.,, of the 'discharge line .would.be.sipen to public use...Winter:04e Ofthe discharge line. :: 	-, • 	- 

 
periodically  require 'Acidect support; protection,  or relocation..., Earthinairing':40ipnlent ,.....i . 7. ... . _ 	• 

ilaliltdriOncp,than4Picat may 1:ieficiuired for 	onshore line a t Br.00.0 .:i4each -  es'irctie.:: 	• -. . 	.  

,.. .....-.:-.•,.,. ..... 2 .argi, cranes'. may. be -..Used.to. frieintain ondhore portions of pipeline: More =frequent:line 	.:, ... 	... 7 . 

.• 	.. 	•-... 	. 
 

room egstsfor line placement and protection at this lte -:: : • : ', -• - • :, 	. .-. .. - • ... •, • .    • ---... 	_.,....- 	..••• 	• 	: 

.• . 	 • 	 . 	• 
•• 	• 

 

Placement of dredged - materials: Training dikes: would e cOnstru.6ted • W.-reduce-
' 	••••: • .1-urbicfity and aid in the retentiori of pumped sand at receiving -beahes: The training dike 
• systern would consist of two dikes-Aine that is perpendicular to the beach connected to • 
• • • : . 'one that is parallel to the beach; fanning an "if -with the ion end parallel,  tp.shom•Sand 

. 	' •would be plaCed. at &sin& disoharge•point behind (i.e., Iandw:ard Of) the dikes The 
. 	. 	...material. coming from the dredge materiel. discharge pipeline would -  bee slurry mix of 

••• ' 	and water. The dikes-  would be used to direct.the -  flow of-the discharge en4skitri 	. 
• • 

	

	the velocity of the •slOrry eft/tient [hereby 'allowing iyidre iedimenf to .dettle ontb the . 
,-, • • . 'peach instead of remaining in suspension and being transported back' into the surf 

• • • 	- zone. Given how little's,and currently exists at the Broad Beach site, an Initial quantity of 
.• - • sand would need to be.discharged lon the highest portionof the beach at low tide before 

• • 	• ' training dikes could be con'structed, • • • 
• 
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Beaches would-be formed by deposition ,cf.sand•frorn.the dredge discharge line within. 
• •- - • .• 	the training dikes. Sand -would. be 
: • 	- graded and spread along the beaclrto 

• ttae dimensions- of the beach fill plan 
using two bulldozers. The dozers -and 

-one- crane • may 	- used le. 
. - 	.. progressively' move the discharge - •

- 

	

	. pipeline along the-beach as the 1111 Is 
placed and the beach fill is,lengthened. 

• Sand placement around storm drain 
• outlets mould be designed to allow . 

• proper drainade:- The dune would 
-most likely be ,formed by deposition of . 

.- • 	' 'sand from the dredge discharge fine' 
- • •.' • • 	within a. raised and -diked containment. 

• :system.. Sand would • be .graded and • 
'• 	•spread oi.ier the existing revetment on 

. the - east • and. up against existing 
' • ' •• foundations and seawalls in the west . 	.  

-10..a.:60-to'80--foot Wide dune field of 15 

Dredged sand Would -  be• pumped 'xintir 4'bhaci 
within -training dikes,- in. order- :to ' r,apture sand - and 
minimize the amount of turbidity in_cdastal Vr. -atsFs.

-  • ,. • 	to: 20. feet in . height using smaller 	„. , . • .. 	 = 	. •,• 	•buildozqrs., 	• . 	 . • 

. • . 4.6 criliktive Triggers= for:Backpissing. • : 	 . 	 •• 
, • 	• 	• . 	• . . 	 • 

• , Based on 	erosion experienced during the last several El N u b 'winter seasons • .• 	 • . 	. 
: 	• 	- 

 
and the trends -Identified in the- 111st:et -fa shoreline' assessment certain- triggers for 

: 	-• initiation of beach management actions need to be established -to eliminate the need for 	. 	. • .. 
.- • 	. future' "emergency" .shoe. prOtection projects-as -well as equalize. the; lierief of the 

beacknourishment project over the entire length.-The goal of these triggers would be-to 	. 
identify 'when' beach erosion is reaching a point that threatens 'project benefits (e.g., - , 
protection of private ;property)- and to permit suf ficient time to implement. management 
actions to maintain the benefits. -  • - 	• 

. Specifics regarding the beach monitoring that will by implemented to determine a .- 
111.  gger for backpassing" are as follows: 

• Monthly meaSurernent of the dry sand beach width (from the back of beach to the 	- 
edge -of the dry sand 'towel -  area") at five locations (reference Figiire 

o East end — 30756 Broad Beach Road 
0 . . East-central reach 30916 Broad Beach Road 
o Central reach — 31106 Broad Beach Road 

• • o West-central reach— 31324 Broad Beach Road 
o West end-- 31506131504 Victoria Point Road 

• Semi-annual (spring and fall) beach profile surveys, measured from the back of - : 
the dune seaward to a water depth of approximately 40 feet. 
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Figure 4-4. each Monitoring Stations 
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• -Estimaticin of :the rate and trend of beach. Width change. at each of the '• 
measurement points for one year prior to construction and continually after 
construction for 10 years. .' 

• • ..lasapassing • 'should :tie implemented when any one reach of. the beach becomes  
narrower than  required for shore prO:tectiOn, while other reaches of the 'beach are . • 
concurrently widening andior holding sufficiently greater volume of sand than the narrow 

„reach. . 

irf one scenario, the, western end of the beach has narrowed but the eastern end • 
contains sufficient sand volume_ An objective trigger to quantify this situation is 

• described as -follows! the point in time when the averaged dry sand beach width at 	' 
• 31 .324 Broad Beach Road and 31606131564 Victoria Point Road ("western average') .. 

• • teaches 50 feet or fess for 6 consecutive months. Simultaneously, the averaged width 

13. 

r 
If 

1••••■••PRIFINIMMIII•11•••••■•■••Ir 	 
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. 	 . 
. • of the eastern dry sand•beach at 30756 Broad Beach Road and 30916 Broad Beach .. 

.. Road ("eastern average") is a minimum of 25 feet wider than-the western end ._ • . .- 	• • • 

In. another scenario,•the eastern end of the beach has narrowed but the western end ' - 
.. contains sufficient sand volume The objective trigger for this..situetion is determined' • 

when the eastern average dry beach width is 60 feet orless for.6 consecutive months, . 
- . . 	- white the western average dry sand beach width is a minimum of 25 feet Wider than the .  

• • - 	eastern end. 	• 	 •V   • 	 • 	. 	. . 	 - 
Since the net direction of sand -  rhovement-(littoral drift) Is to the east, it is anticipated • • ...' 

• ' that V-lepredominant backpassing operation. will be from . .east .(sOrplus) tovvard: the west 
.- (deficit). Backpassing sand the other direction from west .to east 'may result in more - 	•• • • : . 

' •--•• 	.rapid loss .cif sand from Broad: Beacti toward the east•if cOndittops of eastward sand - • 	• 
• ransPort PrerlomiOte onr tine.. . „ 	- 	

. . 	. 	...- 	- 	. .-• 
:....- •• -. • - --.: The primary functions of sand -  backpassing r0 two-fold:, (1) -gglialize the benefit of the ,. 
-. ' ;. --- - ''sand beadh over.the entire project .length; and (2) extend- the jife"Pf 'this . significant -  - 	. .. 

-..inVestmeni.by-retaining the sand longer within the-ftroad'Beac,13•projecElimiti.• • .: . . 	-- - • ...: - - 
• • • • I 

...SAnd•baCkpassiOg operation. 

• .r • 	. 	Bai?kpassing -..wOuld. involve the..:use. 
. 	. 	1 . . • . of heavy - equipineni• (e.g.,. scrapers, 

• -;bilfidozars) .-to' , e3icayate 'S3FICL from 
cfrift-"sincr rich" 	fent of 

•-"Broad'8edah an& its frangport back • . 
..'up.i.drift -tiithk'arodirig.  reach': of NA& 
` :Beachy: :  If .itie 	 _Send: • 
trinsOrt -  pattern- Si 13roect 

inits'current state. of wes.t to . -  
east transport, the source' bead -1•-. _ would belt" the- ,;(icinfty of Trances-

-- Creek and-the receiver beach-would 
be in the'vicinity of Lachuza Point. If 

"be' pattern reverses; sand will 
••-•naturally accumulate near Lechuza 
:Point and - elsewhere -  on- Broad 
'Beach 	maicing. 	backpassing 

. • 
 

unnecessary. 

•Backpassing is.proposed to extend 
the practical lifetime of this beach 

• nourishment project by recycling 
sand back upcoest arid (educe or 
eliminate exposure of the revetment 

,• It is anticipated that backpassing will 
_occur on an annual or biannual 
basis over the next .  20 years 

• 

. - 

Sand trackpasaing operations such as this one inIonio 
Beach typically involve •the use of bulldozers and ., 
scrapers to excavate sand from wider down drift areas 
for movement up drift to narrow . eroded beaches. 
Bad:passing at Broad Beach would occur In alternate 
years and involve movement of approximately -25,000 
cubic yards of sand.  from the Beach's east to wesfend. 
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resulting in an estimated 20 to. 40 backpassing events over the life of tha t  project. - 1 
.Backpassing. s Jess experishier  and:generally less environmentally .inbusne- and , 

	

. 	• requires. less time than -smell-lode 'nowishment from either _onshore sources Nia- 
:""frudking due to high unit cost or from offstiofe dredging due to equipment mobilization •. _  

• 	costs. This process is a fairly common practice and regularly take place atsouthern • • 

. California beaches in Long Beach, Seal Beach, and Newport Beich. 

• . 40 . SUMMARY DISCLISSiON OF PROJECT 13001TS 	. • 	 .. 

	

. :: 	• . 	 • 	• • -'. ‘ 	. 
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protection of coastal property frOm'demages•related to Shoreline erosion and resulting 

•xlirect expoitire to high water levels and storm waVes.- theselienerds are achieved by . . -• 	:' .; 
.restoring the histhitaally wide sandy .beach and dune system' exemplified by Broad:. • •.:- - . , .; 

. t :. . -• . , •• ....Beech of the early 'I 970s. 	.1 	- - - .. 	 • 	. 	• 	• . , 	• 

- 	.. 	.. . 	: 	 ' 	 • 	. 
	• 	. 	• 

• 
. 	 I. 

:..:- - .: ' -:-: • .finplementatiorf. Friaintenance;  and protection of these 'improvements provide especial •; •: .. ..- . ..s.' f. • : • 

	

. - . • 	.: benefit to all property 'owners within the ,project area. , Property owners derivd.special  
•:'-, :... . " .. benefitliesed In direct proportion to .their respehtive beach frontage: Although yalurnas • - : -.• ... .... 
. ' 	•.' 	. • 	.... 

 
of sand  placement rrierdiffer from time to time bn -mph parcel,. the dynamic nature of - ..  

Aeach. erosjon, • subsequent .sand transport, and - the anticipated packlianiffg • •• , . . 
.- ......• i. .:..... ".. :•,. maintenance-Senders the environment vith.in'the 'Project boundaries as.a sernir•claaed, -.. .,• :....: . .. , 
' -•-•\ . ".- ' .digerete system :in which Afteciar.. benefit is Verlyeri , baserFOn kuportiorial.. ,_beach - '.f... .."' '.-• • . 	• 

.frgaixige. Therefore, ownors.withg`feeter beach.trontege.derhie greater,Speoiat benefit .- .-.. : - 
Ilium-owners:with lesser-beach-fibritage.-. :The,proposedlirhproirements combined miltb  

. ::‘,.• -j...:::, :; -. .. :-..the-anlipipeted:regklar• backpassing,:actiiitties eqUalkit' the Special: benefit detiVedt by 

	

-:: • - 	-- .. •••,. • • 

	

	• . 	. _ • 	 . f 
.,..-•.- ..-. --- t -:. propertes„yathin the,..projeaarea . bgaptl 'an pro'rata-tength: of beachfrorii -per assessed 

	

- ..... 	• ... 	: ' - . 	 , 	 . 
=-•-•• ..... ;-. , :papa -.• • 	; . s 
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NOTICE OF ASSESSMENT 

EXHIBIT 2 

RECORDING REQUEST BY 

Clerk of the Broad Beach GHAD 
Barbara Hamm 
do Marquis Property Company, Ltd. 
29169 Heathercliff Road, # 212 
Malibu, CA 90265 

NOTICE OF ASSESSMENT FOR BROAD BEACH 
GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 3114 of the Streets and Highways Code, and in 
accordance with Resolution 2012/04 of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District, 
the undersigned Clerk of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District, in the City of 
Malibu, State of California, hereby gives notice that a diagram and assessment were recorded in 
the office of the County Recorder of the County of Los Angeles as provided for in said section, 
more particularly described on that certain assessment diagram filed in accordance with the 
section in Book 	of Maps of Assessments and Community Facilities Districts at Page 	in 
the Office of the County Recorder of the County of Los Angeles and relating to the following 
described real property: 

Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District in the City of Malibu 

The legal description of the entire Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District is: 

Notice is further given that upon the recording of this notice in the Office of the County 
Recorder, the several assessments assessed on the lots, pieces and parcels shown on said filed 
assessment diagram shall become a lien upon the lots or portions of lots assessed respectively. 

Reference is made to the assessment diagram and assessment roll recorded in the office of the 
County Recorder of the County of Los Angeles. 

Dated : 	  

ATTEST: 

6 
017569.0001\2333803.1 
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California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Los Angeles Region 

320W. 4th  Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles, California 90013 

(213) 576-6600 • FAX (213) 576-6640 
httn://www.waterbOards.c-a.eovilosangeles 	RECEIVE° 

FEB .2 9 -1.01a 
NM UP 

Matthew Rodriquez 
Secretary for 

Environmental Protection 

Edmund G. Brown Jr. 
Governo? 

 

  

February 27, 2012 

Mr. Kenneth A. Ehrlich 
Trancas Property Owners Association 
1900 Avenue of the Stars, 7th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90067 

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
No. 7009 2820 0001 6537 9232 

DENIAL WITHOUT PREJUDICE OF WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION FOR • 
PROPOSED BROAD BEACH SHORE AND DUNE RESTORATION PROJECT, 
PACIFIC OCEAN, CITY OF MALIBU, LOS ANGELES COUNTY (File No. 11-011) 

Dear Mr. Ehrlich: 

Regional Board staff has reviewed the Trancas Property Owners Association request for a Clean 
Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification for the above referenced project. I hereby 
deny your application without prejudice pursuant to §3835(d) of Title 23 of the California Code 
of Regulations (23 CCR) because it is incomplete. 

Additional fees and final CEQA documents are required in addition to a final or draft Clean 
Water Act Section 404 Permit from the Army Corps of Engineers and final or draft California 
Coastal Commission- Development Permit. You may choose to revise and/or submit the missing 
information to complete your application in the future. 

We look forward to continuing to work with you. Should you have questions concerning this 
Certification action, please contact Valerie Carrillo, Lead, Section 401 Program; at (213) 576-
6759. 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Unger, P.E. 
Executive Officer 

cc: Tonia McMahon, Moffatt & Nichol 
Bill Orme, State Water Resources Control Board 
Phuong Trinh, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Paul Amato, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

0 Recycled Paper 
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.B044 We'icIi GRAD 
;I:ndoll for dio answer tollio Quoslloinairo 

'AS 011.2129112 	 • 

7..iWg151-#/$4WM 
TrArenrrod, 2011 dN'Actq,. PMVatt 

Nov s. Dec, 2021 M1142012 	Fob, 2012 	Mar,2412 2011 	Jul-Scp, 1012 	Ocl-Oer, 2012 101215 
Osts• 
EirPoOses rrons'Eurnd fro-m:F3 acct.2011 e,kti&W.Efltr .2,332,2/1 
Moffatt & Nitries•Approvod 40,000 50.000 	82,742 172,702 
Moffatt R NIOhols4,rojected 64.663' 106,243 	190;820 55,150' 	53,000 	25,000 534,275 
Moffat & triohols-.FIno/ Engr & Constr Uucyments 151,000 120,000 	45,000 316,000 
.Moffatt & Nichols-Consfr Support/ma rn r/Monl tor 
GHAI7 Band 1.0321 100,000 100,000 
GHAD Bond Underwridne 300,000 300;000 
leffor.Martofs-4,oproved 75,000 • 25,000 	24,752 	134,783 `62,917 	42.917 	. 	21,250 386,619 
ENGEO 15,077 12,365 	2,650 	7,753 -22,500 	14,066 65,365 
Morgan, Millor.8. 31i1r- 6,500- 13,189 

,8o11,101cAndrows RillItoohk IA3 7,04.1 
":4v4rWal hOsno. .9,318 9,938 
'Fao•city ot•,64Rbu 
:Fee• cqp0•41-commix.sbn 
'Fnookater goord 40,060 40,000 
1664fsh & Qom* 
Fokkturrdy Carr/ OE Ener•7 
F88-LACountyfoeslor uslrui BulIdoz6r Oil 

Sts.totand1.6moi*nr; Oddidriddi PO rioli foei • 
State Lands.4mrn-Start Costs .264007 pilsor 15,735 	' 	15;038 30,000 	10,000 ott000 
EIR ConS111tant-'41066 Forth '&6m/iron. a6,ass' 4.02" 4118.3.86 166,680: 

...11nolity-MoOpEilt 1,176. 1,176 
Topooga Undon/rOund 
111P0E8101ni.dirice 
office -/'Phone 344 ' 4i2i• 
,NotouhtlogAdrnInIstratloo 4,853 6,137 5,400 	5,400 	5460, 27000 
SrifE6pstCdp!incOncy 

Totil;115ei 	2,992,211 	205;207 139,181. 255;916 ;11,!..iglIF.I.Q62;'41.5.t, ;:•Amos:a•osgeWijiMILtv,31CITMArArivsco 4,756,5.87 
-................--- 	. . . 

Faulty/ of Cash: 
-041.496.06' Eronpfor80141(10rdoM4nOtilAetOSIO r-. .'r-' ., ... 	1,5E1078. 	6250 91,500 	036.000 	014,605 • 2,465,026'. 
-1W-0 A44960‘4.0.11410d0 36.1+.0frodut 1:1014486- '7, 	261;579 '2615.79' 
:AdvAnoosfrorn- TP0A GOneral Fund 	• 	 550,000 	200,000 

- 
750,030 

Tote:Sour= 	 2,391,857 	265,250 	01,50a 	026,600 	114,000 3,439,607 



. BBGHAD 1-31-12 

'Broad .Beach GHAD 

Cash Fl ow 

Cash in Bank : 1/31/12 

Sources Wash: 

73,007.26 

636,000:00 Advances From Individual Homeowners (Actuals),Feb. 

Ail invoices Paid that 2/12/12 Oct/Nov Invoices Paid 

Moffatt & Nichols 8Z;t01,55 127,480,15 

Jeffer Mangelt 86,,q1E71 

ENGEO 2,650,00 

Morgan Miller Blair 13,189_25 -6,09.25 

State Lands Comm-Staff Costs 8,894.00 
State Lands Comm;Staff Costs 6,84130 
Quality Mapping • 1,i76.00 

Wendel Rosen 318.00 
Bell, McAndrews& Hiltaark 1,0.43A6 

Verlzon 4363 

Barbara -Hamrn-reirnb Time &Expens.at 4,6163,20 
Bank charges-cks and andorsementstamp 

Cash hid64 ( 255,915 :70 

... „.., 

-4oci)ptaii-4gs-.0 

Sources:of:Cashr- 
Advances from Individual Homeowners - Mar 114,000.00 

Current Payables itaiand: 
ENEGO 7459.44 
Jeffer Mange's 126 .,X33;10 
Notofftt & Nichol 8A'S.B:$0 
PSOMAS 
Wendel .Rosen 15,4P900 
Excelsior Digital Reprographics 3,*.4.60 
Verizon 7.31 
Barbara. Ham rri-reimb lab :81:Feb 3,092.18 
Jeff Lotman-Website eXpenses 107.85 
Total invoices Due a73-,B9l3.98) 

• Forecasted invoices thrithfarch 

Moffatt & Nichols 305,498.86 
Jeffer Mangels 8,049:90 
EJR Consultant-AMEC Earth& Environ 137,2000 
Accounting Administration 3,044.82 

Total Forecasted (453,85158)  

  

(60,661.1391 Estimated Net Cash FIPW:NP?cleCl  thru 3/31/12 


